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The Military Sea Transportation Service: What is it? Mbat are its
fanctions and how does it perform theia? What are the effects of the Industrial
Fund on its operations? iVhat role has the CoiBptroller in its scbeise of things^
Answers to these questions and a host of similar ones that nay naturally arise
in the mind of someone interested in the Military Sea Transportation Service
(HSTS), for instance an officer ordered to duty there, is the objective of this
dissertation. It is considerably more comprehensive than the thumbnail sketched
eommonly associated with employee indoctrination courses prepared by industrial
relations divisions, aather, it attempts a more thorough orientation, a point
of departure for the person who desires, or by reason of duty must, more fully
acquaint himself with the ramifications of a **shipping firm** of the ma<jnituie
of the Military Sea Transportation Service. Admittedly these pages rather
heavily emphasize the financial aspects of the business, although not to the
neglect of historical background or operations which serve to give life and
meaning to the dollar signs on financial statements. This bias is deliberate-
it is the significant contributions of the Navy Industrial Fund to MSTS opera-
tions that this dissertation particularly wishes to explore.
Events leading to the establishment of MSTS are reviewed in appropriate
detail on the theory that every effect has its cause; it will be seen that the
birth of HSTS is no exception. Logically the next step is to examine the bod;





2first from the standpoint of the milieu or enviroment in which it lives » then
its brain, then its nervous system. To carry the netaphor just one step fur-
ther, the organization's suiscular extremities, the fleets and their operations,
are examined; this concludes the descriptive background laaterial deemed nec-
essary to a better understanding of the far less dramatic but nonetheless
essential financial management functions.
The last three chapters deal successively with the detailed policies
and procedures of the Industrial Fund, the functions and responsibilities of
the Comptroller and his Office, both at Headquarters, Washington, 0. C and in
the Area C<wmands, and lastly with the manifold and inportant contributions
ef the Industrial Fund operation to better managanent and reductions in costs




Military Sea Transportation Prior to tBTS
The Early Period
The American Revolution and the War of 1612 .'—The carrying of troops
overseas, the transportation of cargo, both in support of troops and for al-
lies, and the return shipping of imports for military production and essential
eivilian requirements are three of the most important functions of military
transportation. Only the latter played much of a role during the first two
Mars of the United States.
The Colonies ivere pitifully short of critical military supplies and
other military essentials. Those privateers and merchants who continued to
operate ships in normal trading ventures were a boon to General Washington and
the Congress. They did much to ease the logistics problem. During the War of
1812 they captured prizes and cargoes valued at almost 40 million dollars.
While the Quartermaster's Department of the Continental Congress of
necessity relied chiefly upon overland transportation for the movement of equip
ent and supplies during the American Revolution, there were occasions when
such modes of transitunation were rendered impossible by muddy spring and au-
tumn roads. During these periods, the Army had to resort to water transporta-
tion, generally by means of small craft operating in inland waterways and along




4sod provisions to Canada in 1776. In the War of 1812 the Army found use for
water transportation in the campaigns around the Great Lakes and northern
rivets. Small vessels were used extensively in this region of few roads to
carry troops, equipment and supplies.
The Mexican >Var .«--This war saw our first amphibious operation. Ihe
Arn^ was called upon to invade an enony territory by sea. A large number of
oceangoing ships were required, hit the then prosperous American merchant marine
was easily capable of satisfying the demand, albeit at extraordinary cost to
the Quartermaster General of the Army and the taxpayers. The concentration of
troops in defense of Texas meant the debarkation of troops and heavy stores by
lighter at points along the coast devoid of suitable harbors, hence the high
charter costs for the heavy transports chartered for this dangerous service.
The landing at Vera Cruz, Mexico, on March 9, 1847, also required the charter
or purchase by the Arny*s Quartermaster General of 102 ships and 201 scows,
life and surf boats.
After the war the Quartermaster General suggested that the Navy should
operate all transports for the Army . Thus, over ninety-nine years ago the
germ was planted that eventually grew into the Military Sea Transportation
Service (USTS). The suggestion was in recognition of the fact all too obviotis
to the Quartermaster General that he was constantly "embarrassed by the want of
that practical knowledge which nautical men only possess.*" Though the Army
continued to charter ships for water transportation, such as in 1850 for use in
operation against the Seminole Indians in Florida and for support of the mili-
tary establishments in California until 1869 when the first transcontinental
railroad was completed, nothing caaae of the suggestion.
')U.ll.
The Middle Period
The.Civil_Wgr.—Military moveiaents by water were quite extensive during
this war between the States. Hundreds of vessels, both purchased and char-
tered, were en^loyed by the Army for the transportation of men and supplies.
Grant's campaign in the upper Mississippi was largely supported by river
transportation. In the year 1865 the Quartermaster's Department employed 719
ships, 91 river steamers, 352 barges, 139 boats and 17 miscellaneous pieces
of floating equipment-<-a sizeable fleet.
From the beginning of the Civil War the railroads also were extensively
used by the Army to satisfy its requirements for troop and materials movement.
In fact, demobilization of the Armies of the West and of the Potomac were
accomplished by this new mode of transportation. So, following the defeat of
the Confederacy, the Army took immediate action to dispose of the major por«
tion of its fleet. During the remaining period of the nineteenth century, or
until the war with Spain in 1698, the Army had no need for water transpor-
tation. It had become an "Indian-fighting Army.**
The Spanish-American War.—The war with Spain introduced a new consid-
eration into the problems of military water transportation—the necessity of
maintaining large forces overseas in combat operations. The Army was faced
with the problem of conducting the Cuban and Puerto Rican campaigns in the
Caribbean and the Philippine campaign in the Pacific. The Navy, too, had
serious problems in both oceans. Commodore Perry found himself in Hong Kong
without a single auxiliary ship to support him in his subjugation of the Spanish
force at Manila Bay. The blockade of Cuba and the destruction of Cervera*s




6These were new logistics problems to the Navy, new in spite of the fact thit
the modern iron and steam ships were known to be heavily dependent upon ex-
ternal means of support, much more so than the sailing ships of the old fleet.
While the Arsrir had had some experience in the transportation of troops,
equijfment and supplies via water, as we have seen, this experience had been
gained during war. No peacetime operational experience existed and the know-
how acquired from previous wars had been largely forgotten. The Quartermaster
had only ten small harbor craft and was in no position to move sizeable incre-
ents of men and materials overseas. The merchant marine this time was unable
to come to the rescue. Between the transition from sail to steam, the ravages
of the Civil War and the nation's preoccupation with internal development after
the Civil War, the once large and proud merchant fleets had dwindled away. In
1895 they carried only ten percent of the exports of the United States. This
eant that the Army had to supply its own sea transportation services, even to
the extent of purchasing foreign shipping to supplement the meager domestic
supply of ships.
By July, 1896, sufficient tonnage had been assembled through charter
and purchase to transport only about 16,000 men instead of the 25,000 orig-
inally planned. These ships were poorly adapted for such service, bein^ poorly
ventilated and hastily converted. No adequate facilities existed for landinj
the troops or their equipment. President Roosevelt vividly described the al-
ost unbelievable confusion at Port Tampa where he embarked his Rough Riders.
Mhat chaos can occur in the absence of staff planning and foresight was amply
demonstrated by this fiasco. Fortunately, the overcrowded transports accom-
plished their mission, thanks to a calm sea and feeble Spanish resistance.
Nineteen troopships were assembled at San Francisco for the Philippine

7expedition in May, 1896. These were composed of 17 chartered and 2 purchased
tteacaers, converted for the purpose. These were far superior to the ships
fsenibled in the Atlantic. Because of the greater distances to travel, greater
care was taken in their conversion. A constant flow of troops and supplies
contributed to the complete pacification of the Philippines.
In July« 1898, a Division of Transportation was established in the
Quartermaster's Department, which later was divided into two branches, one for
the control and supervision of railroad transportation, and one for water
transportation. In August of the same year the Army Transport Service was
created under the latter branch.
The Navy, too, had to purchase and convert steamers, into colliers iit-
ttead of troop transports, and provide them with crews and officers. To C0t)e
with the problem of supporting its cosdbatant ships on station, the Navy estab-
lished the Collier Service in 1698 under the administration of the Bureau of
Equipment. Six ships were purchased in the United States at exorbitant prices,
rapidly fitted out, and dispatched to the Fleet in the Atlantic with cargoes
of coal. Later additional colliers were purchased abroad at fairer prices,
until a total of 15 ships were operating in the service.
The Period between the Wars .—At the conclusion of the Spanish-American
Wars, the United States found itself something of a colonial power, possessing
outlying posts and stations. Such outlying possessions required supplies and
replacements on a regular basis, which meant the continued operation during
peacetime of auxiliary ships. Because of the difficulty of manning auxiliary
with
ships with regular officers and men, the Navy contracted/the merchant casters
to supply crews for the colliers. It is interesting to note that MSTS follows
this same practice on some of its tankers, and certain of its intra-island
imiS 3W ^l»o





8LST*s in the Pacific which are inanned by Japanese crews provided in a like
Banner.
In 1905 the Collier Service was reorganized into the Naval Auxiliary
Service and expanded to include all types of supply vessels. These ships
continued to be manned by civilian crews.
Not wishing to be caught again without means to supply its garrisons
overseas, the Arn^ decided to buy enough ships to guarantee adequate ocean
transportation. A total of 21 ships were purchased, mostly from British
sources. The ATS established a regular steamship service. In 1698, regula*
tions provided for two home ports, at New York and San Francisco. The perma-
nent complement of each troopship was to include a civilian master and an Army
officer called a transport quartermaster—the forerunner of the present day
eomaanding officer, military department. In 1901 the Secretary of i/tfar deciled
that comnercial interests could supply the outposts in the Atlantic, so be
abolished the ATS in the Atlantic. The service Continued in the i^cific, how-
ever, with regular water transportation provided not only for tne War Depart-
Bwnt^ but also for the Interior, Post Office, and Navy Departments, as well as
others.
Comoercial shipping interests at this early date were attempting to
abolish this government venture into the shipping business. The Quartermaster
General successfully countered the pressure, with arguiaents showing the savings
made by use of the ATS service as compared with similar commercial services.
By 1914, the service owned 18 oceangoing ships.
j^antt
The First World War
Situation at the outbreak of war.—The Naval Auxiliary Service and the
Am^ Transport Service were both geared to peacetime operations, and were ill
prepared for rapid expansion. The Navy had but 18 ships manned by 225 civ-
ilian officers and 1,000 men. The ATS consisted of six troop transports of
Spanish-American War days, all ex-merchant ships and relics. The American
Merchant marine was still at a low ebb, lacking ships and trained men. The
Shipping Board tackled the task of obtaining bottoms through foreign purchases,
foreign charters, seizures, construction, and even use of the right of angary.
The Emergency Fleet Corporation, a branch of the Shipping Board, directed the
government's shipbuilding program. As ships became available they were allo-
cated by the Shipping Control Conoittee.
Wartime operations.—The Army had planned on using civilian-manned
vessels for the operation of its transport and cargo ships as had been done
in previous years. The difficulty of obtaining and retaining civilian crews
led to the practice of bareboat chartering (chartering a ship without equip-
ment or personnel) of ships for government operation with Navy crews.
Finally, by the end of 1917, the Navy agreed to man all troopships and
hospital ships, ships engaged in the service of the Army and Navy, as desired
by these departments (meaning that practically all such vessels would be Navy
manned), and commercial ships engaged exclusively in trade to ports within the
war zone.
The Naval Auxiliary Service found itself unable to handle the problems
thus thrust upon it. To replace it, the Cruiser and Transport Force was or-
ganized to carry troops, and the Naval Overseas Transportation Service (N(3TS)
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to carry cargo. The civilian Naval Auxiliary Service personnel were gifen the
opportunity to go on active duty with the Naval Reserve Force.
The AEF was transported to Europe through the joint efforts of the lavy.
Army and the British. The Cruiser and Transport Force transported the troops
and conducted convoy operations enroute, the Army organized efficient terminal
operations, loading and unloading the ships. The British furnished many of
the ships needed to lift the troops. By November 11, 1918, the Cruiser and
Transport Force numbered 24 cruisers and 40 transports, manned by 3,000 offi-
cers and 42,000 men. After the war tl(is fleet expanded to 149 ships, to con-
duct an operation similar to tVorld ^ar II* s "Magic Carpet."
The NOTS was established as an emergency service to transport supplies
to the AEF in Europe; coal, fuel oil, and mines for naval purposes abroad;
food cargoes to Europe and the Near East; and to protect this shipping through
use of the convoy system and an armed guard. Vessels assigned were auxiliaries
which could not be construed to be fleet auxiliaries or district craft. They
Vfere maintained by district supervisors under the direction of several com-
andants of Naval Districts. Personnel came from regulars, ex-merchantmen,
and recruits. By the end of the war NOTS was assigned 465 cargo ships, 17
colliers, 22 reefers and 4o tankers.
Unregulated flow of troops and supplies into the port areas under con-
trol of the Army indicated the urgent need for coordination. In August, 1917,
an Embarkation Service in the Office of the Chief of Staff was established.
The absorption by this Service of so much of the work of the Quartermaster
General's Transportation Division had, by June, 1918 gone so far that this
latter Division was disestablished. Later, in March, 1919 the Embarkation
Service was consolidated with the Inland Traffic Service to form a single
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transportation agency designated the Transportation Service, to function out-
tide of the General Staff, but under its broad supervision.
Between the Wars
Postwar doldrums .--During the first World War an exceptional degree of
coordination between the Army and Navy had been achieved, the Army being cast
in the role of a shipper service, and the Navy a carrier service. The Army
had gone far towards integrating all transportation matters under single auth-
ority. Although the Navy operated separate fleets for personnel and cargo,
clear lines of demarcation had been established. In line with the spirit of
Isolationism and apathy toward the military, transportation activities in both
the Anay and Navy declined during the 15 years after the war.
The Naval Transportation Service.—With the return to peacetime tasks,
and the return of the Ars^ transports to Army operation there was no longer a
need in the Navy for two separate organizations to handle personnel and cargo.
So on 7 July 1920, CNO established the Naval Transportation Service (NTS) in
the office of CNO. Two transports were assigned, the "Ibncock** and the
**Henderson," and 22 cargo and fuel ships.
NTS port directors.—CNO was convinced that a greater degree of control
over Navy cargo passenger and cargo ships was necessary. To accomplish this
he issued an order establishing NTS port directors* Officers in several of the
Naval Districts were ordered to additional duty to control NTS ships while in
the ports of those districts. His duties were to coordinate the activities of
these vessels in regard to operations, including port movements, personnel,
BMterial, including repairs and supplies.





shortlived. The assigned ships declined from 24 in 1920 to an average of ten
for the next ten years, to support fleet operations in the Atlantic, Pacific,
Caribbean and at the Asiatic stations. By 1932 the port director offices
were gone, and from 1933 to 1936 the ships assigned dropped to a new low
—
seven. This decline was undoubtedly due to the lack of a strong central ai-
ninistration office and field offices. Lack of appreciation of the signifi-
cance of this function within the Departoient may also have been a contributi ng
factor.
Planning for War .—When war broke out in Europe on 1 September 1939,
the Army owned only two freight transports and six combination cargo-passenger
ships. Nevertheless the Army was in a better position organizationally to ex-
pand than was the Navy. Operations of the nine ships under the technical cog-
nizance of the NTS r^nained with the Ship Movements Division of CNO. With no
central organization, NTS was hopelessly weak and inadequate for the task t^at
impended.
In February, 1939 atteGq)ts were made to reorganize ^f^S and some steps
were taken in that direction. Other problems persisted. NTS not only had
difficulty in acquiring new vessels because of the general shortage of suitable
merchant ships, but when such ships were obtained they often quickly passed
under the control of operational commands other than NTS. Throughout this
period both the Army and Navy were compelled, in the absence of any requisi-
tioning authority in the Maritime Commission, to deal with private owners,
either directly or through the Maritime Commission on the basis of voluntary
sale or charter.
Joint Agreement of 1941.—Earlv in 1941 the Array informally expressed










its ships during an emergency. CNO thereupon wrote to the Army Chief of Staff
suggesting a board to study the problem of manning Ari^ transports with Navy
crews. Th6 Planning CMunittee appoi.ited pursuant to this suggestion recom-
ended that the Army surrender operation of its transport service to the Navy
during the emergency, and that the Navy, during the emergency, should be
charged with the mission of overseas movenent of Army forces, equipment and
supplies, and that the Army Transport Service should be transferred to the
Navy. These recommendations were approved by both Secretaries in a matter of
days.
Although the Navy made every effort to carry out this coraaitment, it
failed to do so, largely for reasons beyond its control. The Navy was unable
to obtain crews to man the Army transports. The Army had to continue to de-
velop its own shipping during this period.
In the sumciwr of 1941, the Army found that decentralization of its
transportation responsibilities was definitely a handicap. To overcome this,
the Supply Division of the General Staff (G-4) expanded and assumed more auth-
ority required to effect coordination. The trend was toward centralization.
This was not so in the Navy. NTS lacked an official director, was not yet
established as a separate division, and r^aained a subordinate agency in the
Navy Department without authority or prestige. The port director offices which
liad been re-established in October, 1939 were about the only bright spot in
the picture. The weakness of NTS Jeopardized the entire overall operation.
— World War II
Establishment of coordination in shipping . ~-With the onslaught of war,






transforming almost overnight inactive and secondary organizations into stronj
centralized agencies able to cope with major wartime operations. We have seen
already that the Navy failed in its intention of taking over and operating the
Army transports. Now, it soon became apparent that a special agency was neaded
to coordinate and control ocean shipping on a government»wide basis. This
hiatus was closed upon the establishment of the War Shipping Administration,
whose administrator continued to serve as the Chairman of the Maritime Com-
ission. WSA was given authority to contsol the operation, purchase, charter,
requisition and use of all ocean vessels under the United States flag except
combatant, auxiliary and transport vessels of the armed services, and coast-
wise vessels. It allocated ships under its jurisdiction to the Navy, Army,
other government agencies, and allied goveriments. This in effect divided
basic operational control of merchant shipping into three types-'Army, Navy
and WSA.
WSA relieved the armed services of much burdensome detail in such re-
sponsibilities as ship operation, maintenance, fueling and manning. The tasks
of loading and port operations, both in the United States and abroad were per-
formed by the services themselves; this applied not only to their own ships
but those allocated to them for use by WSA. Allocation of ocean merchant ship-
ping, then, was coordinated by WSA, and, except for relatively small numbers
of ships owned or chartered by the Army and Navy, and controlled directly by
those forces, all shipping constituted a pool under WSA control.
The Joint Military Transportation Committee.—An agency of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, this Committee, staffed by personnel from the Army and Navy
transportation services, served to coordinate military transportation require-
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constant competition for shipping allocation.
The Naval Transportation Service . »-IffS was established as a separate
division in the Navy Department on 26 January 1942. Its area of responsi*
bility was less since the termination of the Joint Army-Navy ayreement and
the establishment of WSA, but it still had problems of great complexity—pro-
curement of nonmilitary vessels for use as naval auxiliaries and for its own
use, determination of naval requirements for ocean transportation of personnel
and materials, and administration of the system of port directors in the ports
of this country and overseas where established.
Even though approximately 4,000,000 deadweight tons of merchant shipping
were under the operating control of the Navy at the end of the war, ships
operated directly by NTS numbered but about a dozen. NTS played a very minor
role as an operating agency; it had more to do as a procurer of naval aux-
iliaries. Extreme decentralization of operating control was one of the reasons
for this. As soon aa a ship was acquired by NTS it passed into the hands of
one of the service forces. Also much of the overseas movement of cargo to
naval overseas bases was moved in ships allocated to the Navy by WSA who re-
tained operational control. NTS was not even concerned with the transportation
of bulk petroleum products. The service forces operated coomissioned fleet
oilers and The Naval Allocated Tanker Service under the Assistant Chief of
Naval Operations for Biiaterial exercised operational control over merchant tank-
ers allocated by WSA. Even though many plans were propounded to re-ef/tablish
NTS as an operating agency, nothing materialized but further confusion. It
can be said fairly that during the early part of the war, the Navy had little
real understanding of the nature of its task in the field of ocean transporta-
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Decentralization also weakened the ^S port director offices. These
offices were not uniform and in many cases were not under real control of
NTS. Overseas NTS had not much in the way of organisation and no identity.
NTS had planned to exercise central control and supervision of vessel turn-
around through these port directors, but when contact and control were lost
NTS*s objectives were seriously handicapped.
Army Transportation.— In March, 1942 a Transportation Service was es-
tablished as one of the components of the Services of Supply by taking over
the responsibilities of the transportation branch of G-4 and the transpor-
tation division of the quartermaster General. The new Chief of Transportation
was also given responsibility for ports of ^obarkation and holding and recon-
signment points. To overcome problems of organization and allegiance a Trans-
portation Corps was created in July of 1942 which further integrated the Arsy's
transportation service.
During the war the Army expanded its port system, greatly improved its
traffic handling techniques, reduced voyage and turnaround time as much as
local conditions would permit, and developed new and better cargo handling and
shipboard stowage practices.
By the summer of 1945 the Army had 1,706 ships of 1,000 gross tons or
ore, of which 261 were troop or hospital ships and 1,445 cargo ships. These
1,706 ships had a cargo capacity of more than 16 million measurement t>ns, and
a passenger capacity of 620,000. Of these ships 186 were under full Army manigef-
ent, 40 were Army owned and 144 were under bareboat charter.
Military and civilian personnel manned the Army owned and bareboat-char-
tered ships. The crews were civilian, the medical staffs. Army personnel; the
armed guards were mostly naval personnel; communications included all three




categories; transports included Army transport commanders; the cargo ships haJ
ship transportation officers. That this conglomeration of manning categories
caused some ticklish personnel problems is certainly not surprising.
The Navy did provide some naval crews for Army transports in the ser-
vice of the Army. They included 30 converted cargo ships and 20 wartime
passenger ships which would be used in forward areas. The Navy was also re-
sponsible for maintenance of these ships. The Army controlled their schedules,
loading and unloading, mostly at Army piers.
Conclusions Drawn from History
Lessons learned.—What lessons can be drawn from this brief review of
military sea transportation? i^hat common patterns can be established, and to
what do they point? The following are perhaps the most significant:
1. The need to transport military personnel, equipment and supplies
over water arose during every conflict in which this country has
been engaged. In recent decades the magnitude of the require-
ment has increased several fold.
2. In all instances no nucleus fleet existed of sufficient size
and adequate types to satisfy emergency demand until reserves
could be mobilized.
3. Since the 1870* s a lack of ships and trained seamen to sail
them has been evident. The merchant marine has not been large
enough to begin to satisfy military shipping requirements.
4. Strong, centralized ocean transportation services within the
Army and the Navy with sufficient authority and prestige to
organize and execute major wartime operations have been missing.
5. A government-wide shipping agency to coordinate and control the
allocation of shipping has had to be created after war began.
6. Duplication of shipping services within the armed forces has
generally been the case. The Army and the Navy has each or-
ganized its carrier service.
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laprovements Indicated .'—The deficiencies listed above manifestly
pointed to the need for certain improvements in the manner in which the gov-
ernment organized its ocean transportation requirements for war. These may
be listed as follows:
1. A shipping coordination and control agency in existence.
2. A strong and healthy merchant marine in being.
3. A single, centralized agency responsible for providing carrier
service for the armed services, Array. Air Force and Navy, with
sufficient authority and prestige to rapidly expand in an emer-
gency.
4. A nucleus fleet, under the operational control of the single
carrier service, of adequate size and consisting of suitable
types to satisfy emergency shipping requirements pending mo-
bilization of the merchant marine and availability of new
construction.
It shall be seen in the following chapters of this paper to what extent
the deficiencies outlined above have been remedied.
ESTABLISHMENT OF ISTS
The Postwar Situation
In the Army.—The Army Transportation Corps working through the Array
Transport Service reduced its wartime organization and war fleets as soon as
shipping requirea»nts had stabilized in 1946. This was done without any siajor
organizational changes. By the end of 1949 the Army possessed the most modern
fleet it had ever had, consisting of some 200 ships of varying kinds, including
P-2 transports, C-4's and C-3*s, Victory ships and a number of miscellaneous
types. Many conversions had been accomplished with accent on economy, effi-
ciency, and comfort in the postwar fleet, to meet the peacetime transportation
requirements of military personnel and their dependents to overseas stations
•11 over the world.
'acr'n'.
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In the Navy . —Sweeping organizational changes were effected in the Navy.
In the office of CNO was created a DCNO (Logistics) one of whose functional re*
tponsibilities was transportation. Reporting to him was the Assistant Chief
of CNO (Transportation), responsible for providing all railroad, highway and
sea transportation for the Navy. In October, 1945, I^S was reorganized ani
placed under ACNO (T). Its mission was to operate all ships assigned to the
Naval Transportation Service.
In 1949 this agency was operating 6 AP*s. 4 APA*s, 12 AKA*s and 16 AO*s.
The 16 AO*s were, however, under the operational control of the Petroleum and
Tankers Branch, OP-422, in the office of the Chief of Naval Ooorations. This
office was responsible for the transportation of all bulk petroleum products
to meet the world-wide requirements for all the armed services. The Petroleum
and Tankers Branch maintained close working relationships with two other agen-
cies not part of the Navy transportation organization: the Munitions Board
Joint Petroleum Coamittee, the top planning and coordinating unit for the
armed forces in petroleum matters, and the Armed Services ietroleura Purchases
Agency, which buys petroleum products for all the armed forces.
Events Preceding the Establishment of USTS
Preliminary discussions .--'Early in 1946 it was again proposed that th.i
Navy assume responsibility for sea transportation for all the armed forces.
General of the Army Eisenhower, Chief of Staff of the Army, and Fleet Admiral
Nimitz, Chief of Naval Operations, quickly came to an agreement in principle.
Financing problems under peacetime conditions slowed down further progress
until the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed to have the JHTC make a study of the
situation. Their report, and others made by ad hoc committees and various
subconnittees, formed the basis for a series of discussions. Further impetus
-n^ Of5J TO''
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for consolidation of the Army and Navy transport services came with the pas-
sage of the National Security Act of 1947. section 202 of which directed the
Secretary of Defense to take appropriate steps to eliminate unnecessary dupli-
cation a? overlapping in the field of transportation, among other areas.
Basic agreement reached.—In December, 1948 the Joint Chiefs of Staff
came to an agreement on basic issues, and recommended to the Secretary of Je-
fense that he **approve in principle the assignment to the Navy of the responsi-
bility for the operation of sea transport for the Armed Services. *" If ^ ap-
proved the JCS would direct the JMTC to make a study and submit details and
procedures to be followed in assigning the Navy this responsibility. The
recoimnendation was approved on 15 December 1948.
The Joint Military Transportation Committee found very soon that de-
termination of details and procedures was indeed a thorny problem. Some of
the problems to be resolved were: (1) Did **operation*' of sea transport mean
title to the Army ships by the Navy? (2) Was the Navy to assume all oper-
ating costs? (3) Did the Navy's responsibility include operation of ships! ie
facilities and terminals? (4) Would the Army continue to budget for its trans-
portation requiroaents, or would the Navy budget for the requirements of the
three services? (5) If so, how would the combatant strength of the Navy be
protected if the cost of financing the new service came out of the regular
Navy appropriation?
SECDEF ends the confusion.—The problem became highly controversial and
confused and was never resolved by JMTC or the other special committees formed
for the purpose. Finally the Secretary of Defense stepped in and by a memo-
randum to the Joint Chiefs of Staff dated 12 July 1949 prescribed the broad
basie method by which the Military Sea Transportation Service would be financed,
:ne*ot.
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Here is what the Secretary decided:
1. Each Department will include within its annual budget a
request for funds sufficient to pay HSTS for services
rendered.
2. USTS will establish a system for distributing operating
costs to shipper services, preferably on the basis of a
tariff applicable to all Services regardless of the method
of shipi^nt utilized.
3. The basis used for distributing charges will include oper*
ating costs except, (a) military personnel assigned to
MSrS, (b) military or civilian personnel required for
mobilization planning, and (c) military or civilian per-
sonnel required by offices and bureaus of the Navy Depart-
ment, not required full-time in the operation of MSTS, and
other such overhead items.
4. Pending establishment of such procedures, funds already
appropriated to the Army and Navy for sea transportation
will be consolidated in an operating account to be admin-
istered by MSTS.
5. The procurement of new ships or other capital items will
be a National Military Establishment responsibility with
the Navy responsible for presenting estimated requirements.
Even after this guidance from the Secretary of Defense, delay occurred,
until finally on 24 July 1949 General Joseph T. McNarney, acting for the Secre-
tary, informed each department that the time for discussion was over and that
he wanted a directive in his hands within 26 hours. This was done. The Secre-
tary of Defense signed the measure on 2 August 1949. USTS was a fact.
The basic directive.—The principal points included in the directive
establishing MSTS follow:
1. MSTS is to provide, under one authority, control, operation
and administration of ocean transportation for personnel
(including the sick and wounded), material (including pe-
troleum products), mall and other cargoes for all agencies
or departments of the Department of Defense (excluding per-
sonnel and cargo transported by units of the fleet), and as





2. MSTS should consist initially of the government-owned ships
now assigned to the Army and Navy for the purpose of provid-
ing sea trausportation for personnel and ntaterial, all other
vessels acquired for the purpose, together with personnel,
facilities and equipment necessary to support the operation.
Ships used by the Department in harbors or inland waterways
are excluded.
3. MSTS will be commanded by a flag officer appointed by CNO
subject to approval of the Secretary of the Navy.
4. MSTS will establish, control and administer organizations
ashore, world-wide, necessary to support the operation.
5. Procurement of vessels by bareboat, time and voyage charter
and the procurement of space in commercial shipping as nec-
essary is authorized.
6. MSTS shall establish a system for reporting requirements for
transportation of passengers and cargo by the three services
and for such other c^crational information as may be necess-
ary.
7. MSTS shall administer priorities for sea transportation of
material and personnel in accordance with policies estab-
lished by the JMIC, coordinate the preparation of recom-
mendations for the design, specifications and equipment of
transport vessels, and the control and administration of
maintenance of MSTS-owned vessels plus vessels under bare-
boat charter.
8. MSTS shall prepare plans for employment and expansion in time
of national emergency, develop and maintain cost accounting
records and operational statistics as will reflect the de-
gree of economy and efficiency of MSTS operations and its
utilization of funds, manpower and equipment.
9. Movement of cargo of the three armed services to the side of
the ship is a responsibility of the Department owning the
cargo, as well as loading and unloading operations. Responsi-
bility of MSTS for cargo begins when the cargo is finally
stowed on board and accepted by the commanding officer, and
terminates when the cargo is accepted free on board at des-
tination.
10. MSTS will control all passengers. By agreement, administra-
tive control may be exercised through commanders of personnel
assigned by the Armed Services concerned.
PLATE I depicts the mission of the Military Sea Transportation Service


























SECDEF directive implemented.—Although the Army and Navy agreed thjy
would need six months to prepare the necessary plans and procedures to imple-
ment the directive, the Secretary of Defense gave them 60 days. No detailed
plans for transferring Army ships, personnel functions and responsibilities to
the Navy existed, nor did the Navy have any definite ideas regarding the ulti-
mate type and size of the new organization. Rear Admiral W. M. Callaghan, a
former chief, Naval Transportation Service, and prospective Commander, MST3,
and his staff worked furiously with Major General F. A. Heileman, the Army
Chief of Transportation and his staff to formulate the necessary agreements
and procedures.
By 2 September 1949, preliminary agreements were reached and incorpor-
ated in a document entitled "Terms of Reference, Preliminary Agreements and
Procedures to be Used in Effecting the Establishment of the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service." These Terms of Reference, still used as a basis for de-
termining permanent policies and procedures, included a time schedule under
which full consolidation could be phased. Although only a nucleus of officers
had been assigned in the headquarters and field offices, planning had gone
forward sufficiently to permit Admiral Callaghan to assume command on schedule.
So, on 1 October 1949, the Military Sea Transportation Service became a re*-
ality. On the same day the Naval Transportation Service was disestablished
and all ships and personnel assigned to NTS were transferred to MSTS. No
physical transfer of Army ships to the Navy was effected at this time*
The SECDEF directive allowed a six-month period of transition during
which many of the services required to support shipping operations continued
to be supplied by the Army and the Navy. No better example of inter-service
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Air Force personnel working side by side in building a single agency to serve
all of them. Thanks to this spirit of cooperation, the changeover from Arny
to Navy operations was virtually complete by 1 March 1950. HSTS was now a
going concern. And well it might be! Nine months after activation, on 25 June
1950, the Korean war began and IA5TS had to be expanded quickly.
Conclusion. -•This concludes the descriptive historical review leading
HP to the establishment and implementation of the Military Sea Transportation
Service. It can be seen clearly that this new agency established to control
and operate sea transportation requirements of all three of the armed services
was a logical development that perhaps was overdue. Its success in rapidly
expanding to meet the huge demands placed upon it by the Korean conflict was
striking evidence of the soundness of its concept and organization.
c:
CHAPTER III
ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMAND
Conmand Relationships
An Agency of the Department of Defense
Department of Defense.—As has been seen, MSTS was established under
authority vested in the Secretary of Defense by a Directive of the Secretary
of Defense of 2 August 1949. The significant feature to be noted is that MSTS,
as the sole agency of the Department of Defense for providing oceangoing trans-
portation for all the Armed Forces, serves not only the Navy, but the Army,
Air Force, and other government departments as may be directed by the Secretary
of Defense. Its personnel and equipment are wholly Navy*owned, as contrasted
to MATS whose personnel, planes and equipment are contributed by the Navy and
the Air Force.
Another unique feature of MSTS from which it differs from other oper-
ating forces of the Navy is that it is military and civilian in character. It
employs Navy and civilian personnel, and it utilizes commissioned United States
ships as well as many privately owned ships. As a matter of fact between the
fiscal years 1952 and 1955 between 64% and 75% of total operating costs of
MSTS were paid to the private maritime industry.
MSTS maintains close continuous contact with five major activities of
the Department of Defense: the three military departments, the Armed Services
Petroleum Agency (ASPPA), and the Joint Military Transportation Committee
26
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.»>The Army, Navy and Air Force are the three
ost important customers of MSTS. MSTS receives consolidated forecasts of
paasenger and cargo requirements from each of the Departments that are used as
a basis for acquiring the necessary shipping. Such i;.(?.Lters as space assign-
nents, priorities, booking, billeting, schedules, routing, stevedoring, security
of cargo form the bulk of the relations with the Departments. Each military
service provides a liaison officer both at headquarters, MSTS, and at the sub-
ordinate comnands for coordination and exchange of information.
Armed Services Petroleum Purchasing Agency.—This agency of the Depart-
ment of Defense receives requirements for bulk petroleum products from each of
the Services, purchases and positions requirements, then arranges with MSTS
for transportation. As shall be seen, tanker operations are centralized at
headquarters, fiCSTS instead of being delegated to the Area Commands.
Joint Military Transportation Committee.—JMTC was established in May,
1943 on a formal basis to coordinate military shipping requirements for ocean
transportation as an agency of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The basic SECOEF
directive of 2 August 1949 made MSTS responsible for certain control, opera-
tional and administrative functions, **subject to priorities and policies as
directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Joint Military Transportation Com-
nittee). . . . *' The same Directive states that one of the functions of MSTJ
is the ^^administration of priorities for sea transportation of materiftl and
personnel of the Armed Services in accordance with policies and procedures
established by the Joint Military Transportation Committee.**
OPNAV INSTRDCriON 5440. 20A of 6 October 1953 is another basic directive
governing the Military Sea Transportation Service. MSTS*s inability to meet
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shipper service requirements, or any complaints of a Service regarding the
adequacy of sea transportation or type of accomodations which cannot be re-
solved by the Commander, MSTS will be referred to the Joint Military Trans-
portation CoBBDittee for such action as the Joint Chiefs of Staff may direct,
according to the aforementioned directive. The Chitf of Naval Operations has
directed the Commander, MSTS to refer any such inability, or any complaints
about the services rendered to him prior to referral to the JUIC.
National Shjppinu Authority.— NSA is an agency under the Maritime
Administration established on 13 March 1951 to direct operations of the mer-
chant marine where the national interest is involved. More specifically, I^A
concerns itself with the following matters: charter, operation, repair and
reconversion of Maritime Administration-owned or acquired merchant ships, main-
tenance of reserve fleets, maritime labor policies, and recommendations for
purchase, charter or requisition of merchant ships for government use.
The Maritime Administration is an agency under the Department of Com-
merce. In order to come to a full understanding of policy in regard to the
size of the MSTS Nucleus Fleet, which shall be discussed more fully in later
chapters, and the priority of utilization of the various kinds of services pro-
vided by the privately-owned fleets, the Department of Commerce and the Depart-
2
Bent of Defense signed a Memorandum of Agreement on 1 July 1954.
The Department of Defense recognized the need for and the value of a
civilian shipping authority with broad powers of control over ifcerchant shipping.
CNO letter ser 1309P40 of 8 October 1953, to the Comiiiander, MSTS.
T}epartment of Defense Instruction Number 5030.3 dated 20 October 1954;
subject, MoQorandum of Agreement between the Department of Defense and the De-








but made it clear that military drafts on such pooled ships must be met. CIS
will, therefore, call on NSA for its needs for merchant vessels (non-combatant)
to meet all military necessities. Further, HSTS in peacetime will be guided
by the general policy of the Department of Defense to use privately owned and
operated ships to the maximum extent practicable. In wartime MSTS will follow
the same policies, with due regard, however, to specific conditions in the
combat area.
The Memorandum of Agreement also defined the important question of the
**permanent** size and composition of the Nucleus Fleet. An MSTS Bulletin
described the Nucleus Fleet as follows:
Ships are considered to be in two categories—the Nucleus Fleet of
Navy-owned and operated ships, and the Conaflercial Fleet of privately-
owned and operated ships.
When MSTS came into being it was expected that the Nucleus Fleet
would remain more or less constant while the private maritime indus-
try would supply through charter or by operating Government -owned
ships under contract, the remaining sea transportation needed to
carry out the mission of the service.^
It was agreed that under present world conditions, the Nucleus Fleet
assigned to MSTS would approximate the following number of ships by types:
(a) Transports—56; (b) Dry Cargo—28; (c) Reefer Cargo—6; (d) Tankers-61;
(e) Aircraft Carriers—2; and (f) Miscellaneous Small Craft—57.
It was further agreed that shipping requirements in addition to the MJTS
Nucleus Fleet would be furnished first by United States flag berth space (very
expensive); second, by time or voyage charter; third, by shipping provided by
NSA under General Agency Agreement (similar to time charter); and fourth, by
foreign flag shipping to meet urgent military requirements in the event United
3

























































































































States flag shipping is not available. PUTE II on page 3u briefly depicts
this part of the Memorandum of Agreement.
Navy Command Relationships
Assistant Secretary of the Navy . —The Secretary of the Navy in a direc-
tive which assigned duties and responsibilities to the Undersecretary and the
Assistant Secretaries charged the Assistant Secretary of the Navy with responsi-
bility for "Procurement and related matters affecting the Military Sea Trans*
4
port at ion Service."
In this respect then, the Consiander, MSTS by delegation has responsi-
bilities similar to a technical bureau chief. In fact certain functions which
were formerly exclusively the prerogatives of the Bureau of Ships and the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts relating to ship repair and procurement are
now his. For these procurement and related matters the Commander, MSTS reports
to the Assistant Secretary.
Chief of Naval Operations.—The Secretary of D«dfense provided in his
ifi^lementing directive that MSTS was to be commanded by a flag officer ap-
pointed by the Chief of Naval Operations subject to approval by the Secretary
of the Navy. This directive also placed the Commander, MSTS under the auth-
5
ority and direction of CNO. in an Instruction issued by CNO, the Commander,
MSTS was given the responsibility for acting for the Chief of Naval Operations
or for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy in discharging their resoective
responsibilities to the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of Defense.
^SECNAV Instruction 5430.7 of 20 March 1953; subject, Assignment of
Duties and Responsibilities ... to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
^'Directive of the Secretary of Defense dated 2 August 1949.




This CNO Directive also places the ^oianander, MSTS under the military coiamaiKi
of the Chief of Naval Operations.
Fleet Coiaaanders .»"An Opnav Instruction clarifies the areas of responsi*
bility of fleet operating forces and USIS for sea transportation. In general*
Fleet CoioQanders are responsible for providing mobile logistic support for
fleet units, and mobile support groups. Whereas the CoDnander, MSTS provides
sea transportation on a point-to-point basis. There are exceptions though,
to these basic policies. For exao^lSt fleet cootitanders will provide sea
transportation to established bases under their coimand to the extent that
ships under their control permit.
The peacetime strength of auxiliary or merchant type coouiissioned naral
ships of HSTS will be sufficient, according to this CNO directive to provide
the following: (1) special missions and tasks for which civilian-manned ships
are unsuitable, (2) training of personnel to be made available for assignment
to MSTS, (3) a small reservoir of ships in active service available for early
assignment to the fleets in the event of an emergency. Ships in this category
include those types not readily procureable but for which comnercial types can
be substituted to meet the peacetime or emergency needs of iiSTS, (4) also a
small reservoir of ships to guarantee an acceptable degree of security to the
7
Department of Defense against interruption of commercial shipping. Cne of the
reasons for assigning a Nucleus Fleet to tSSTS according to the Memorandum of
Agreement previously discussed was to '^provide an adequate base for necessary
expansion to m«et emergency or mobilization requirements in support of approved
7
OPNAV Instruction 4620.4 of 14 November 1952; subject. Navy policy
with regard to areas of responsibility of fleet operating forces and MSTS for
sea transportation and other related matters.
. v^^nt.
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plans for national defense.** It will be noted that the emphasis in this ajree-
ent between the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of Coianerce is on ix-
pension to meet plans for national defense, whereas the CNO Directive seeias to
en^faasize the existence of the Nucleus Fleet as a ready source of ships for
innediate assignment to fleet commanders. A conflict of interests is apparent
here.
Bureau of Ships.—^An Opnav Instruction delineates the areas of responsi-
bility for technical and material matters relating to ships assigned to MSTS.
The Commander, MSTS has been given these responsibilities in regard to comnis-
sioned (USS) and in-service (DSNS) ships as&igned: (1) maintenance and repair,
including provision for funds; (2) prescribing standards for operation, main-
tenance and repair; (3) continuing in effect, for cmosissioned ships, oper-
ating and maintenance procedures applicable to other commissioned naval ships
of similar type; (4) authorize, provide funds therefor and accomplish altera-
tions within the scope of items chargeable to MSTS operating costs; (5) acting
as a Supply-Demand Control Point for Naval Industrial Fund MSTS Special Mat-
erial (Category "X**); (6) filling allowances for commissioned ships assigned
to MSTS on a replacement basis for all items used.
The Chief, Bureau of Ships, is responsible for the following: (1) bud-
geting for and performing administrative and technical work in connection with
the alteration of military features; (2) budgeting and providing funds for
alterations of a non-military nature which are beyond the scope of items charge<>
able by MSTS to operating costs; (3) rendering such technical assistance to
Commander, MSTS as may be requested by the latter in fulfilling these responsi-
bilities; (4) construction and conversion of ships assigned, or to be assigned,
to MSTS; (5) budgeting for and providing material support for HSTS ships as
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follows: (a) maintaining stocks of Bureau of Ships Special Material(s), aad
electronics equipment and components (F), necessary for support of HSTS ships;
(b) maintaining stocks of repair parts for "S" and "F" cognizance equipments;
(e) determining stock levels of such roaterials and issuing such materials to
M5TS on a reimbursable basis.
^
MSTS Command Organization
Office of the Commander
General . ""The Chief of Naval Operations has directed that The Commander,
9
MSTS establish his headquarters at the seat of government. Here he will have
ready access to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy and CNO. In addition to
Headquarters in Washington, K5TS is divided into four major command areas,
each headed by a flag officer—the Elm Area with offices in London, the Lant
Area in New York, Pac Area in San Francisco and the Westpac Area with offices
in Yokosuka. Each of these Areas, except Westpac, in turn maintain subarea, or
Offices at various locations within the c(MBBnand area as volume of traffic dic-
tates. MSTS is truly a global organization. More will be said about the Area
Commands in the following section. PLATE III depicts the world-wide nature of
the MSTS organization.
COMSTS tteadquarters.—The flag officer designated as the Commander, ftirrs
has held the rank of Vice Admiral. The staff itself is mixed, military and
civilian, with approximately 100 military to 300 civilians. The Deputy Com-
"OPNAV Instruction 4700.9 of 14 January 1953; subject. Ships assigned to
Military Sea Transportation Service, responsibility for technical and material
matters.
9
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nander and Chief of Staff is a Rear Admiral. Excepting certain special assis-
tants, he has nine officers reporting directly to him—ACOS (Administrative <,
Personnel). ACOS (Operations), the Medical Officer, the Supply Officer, the
Maintenance and Repair Officer, Comptroller, Inspector General, Counsel anl
Public Information Officer. Although PLATE IV indicates a tenth reporting
officer, the Management Engineer, it is understood that as of March 1, 195i
this position was not filled, nor would it be.
The CoHBBander . -"There have been but two (^oomianders in the short six
years of MSTS* existence. Vice Admiral William M. Callaghan, USN, formerly
Chief, Naval Transportation Service, and Vice Admiral F. C. Denebrink, USN.
His mission is described as '^o command the Military Sea Transportation Ser-
vice, ashore and afloat, world-wide, acquire and employ ocean shipping and
shipping space, and establish and maintain supporting facilities as required
for accomplishment of the MSTS mission." COMSTS functions in the plans,
policies and procedures area; he has delegated authority and responsibility
for implementation, and actual administration and operation of ships, to his
Area Commanders.
Administration and Personnel.—The Assistant Chief of Staff for these
two prime functions is charged with responsibility for insuring effective
cteiinistration, utilization and training of all MSTS personnel, military, ci-
vilian and Naval Reserve, and for efficient administration of the Office of
(XMSTS, and supervision of matters pertaining to administration of B£>TS sub-
ordinate commands ashore. To assist him in these duties, he has Military Per-
sonnel, Industrial Relations, Naval Reserve, Administration, Communication and
^^COMSTS Staff Instrucion 5440.1 of 16 July 1953; subject. Organization,
Office of the Commander, Military Sea Transportation Service.
iusnii
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Security Divisions. The staff Legal Officer and the Staff Chaplain also report
through him.
Civilian personnel policies are set by the Commander, MSTS with the
advice of this officer; military personnel policy emanates from the Bureau of
Personnel and COMSTS. While overall civilian allowances are established by
C0M5TS for the commands, all the work connected with recruitment, hiring, firini
etc. is delegated to the Commands. Manning scales for the ships are also a
CtWSTS responsibility but crewing and personnel administration is done at the
area command level. In almost all cases policy and guidance established by
COMSTS requires detailed implementation at the command level.
Qperat ions .«-The ACQS ((derations) directs the operation of all ships of
the MSTS Nucleus Fleet and all other ships acquired by MSTS, as well as acquired
shipping space. He adjusts MSTS lift capability to conform to requirements
•ad takes approved action to dispose of excess ships. He is also responsible
for the efficient ^nd economical employment of t^TS lift capability. Among
his assistants is a Director, Passenger Division who directs operations of ^jas-
senger ships; a Director, Cargo Division who plans for and provides ocean cargo
transportation to meet requirements; a Director, Tanker Division operates
tankers and oilers. It is important to note that while operational control of
all the other type ships is vested in Commanders of the Areas, not so with tiie
tanker fleet. Because of the centralized nature of the petroleum procurement
program through ASPPA, and also because of world-wide operating routes of
tankers, operational control is centered within this unit. The other Division
Director under the ACQS (Operations) is that of Commercial Water Traffic, re->
sponsible for negotiating and administering as contract officer, contracts and
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shipping and shipping space.
Maintenance and Repair Officer.—'Although this officer is not digni-
fied with the title of ''Assistant Chief of Staff," he is nevertheless a very
important individual, for it is his job to insure material readiness of all
•hips assigned to MSTS. His responsibilities, however, relate almost solely
to staff functions of a technical advisory nature, operating responsibility
reposing in the area ccMimands. Among his tasks are those of executing and
administering, as Contracting Officer, contracts relating to the repair or
•Iteration of govermnent-owned ships assigned to B3STS, promulgating policies
and procedures pertaining to maintenance and repair activities of the entire
MSTS organization, snd submitting recommendations to COMSTS on the annual bud-
get for M 6 B activities* He operates with two divisions, the Engineering
Division which formulates and implements policy with respect to technical
support of USTS ships, and the Material Division who plans for and provides
procedures for material logistic support for MSTS ships including resolving
technical material problems. This latter division works closely with the
Supply function, in that it furnishes the Supply Officer with the necessary
technical information to procure M o R material and spare parts needed for
replacement
.
Other Staff Officers.—The Medical Officer implements policies and pro-
cedures for providing adequate medical service for protection of health of
MSTS personnel and passengers, and insures acceptable sanitary standards in
MSTS facilities. The Supply Officer insures optimum supply support and service
to MSTS ships by utilizing the Navy Supply System and by effective independent
procurcffiient as necessary. The Inspector General assists the Commander in
attaining the highest possible degree of efficiency and economy in organization,
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administration and operation throughout the MSTS organization including the
Office of COHSTS. He conducts periodic inspections of subordinate commandj
and ships to ascertain the degree of efficiency and economy in operation and
management. The Counsel advises the Commander, MSTS on matters of law and
furnishes legal advice and services to MSTS, except for matters of ship damage
claims sounding in tort and other administrative law under the cognizance of
the Judge Advocate General. The Public Information Officer satisfies public
Interest in MSTS as an instrument of national security. The Comptroller in-
sures the proper performance of functions relating to budgeting, accounting,
auditing, disbursing, statistics and tariffs throughout the command. The
Office of the Comptroller will be studied in more detail in a later chapter.
Area Commands
Organization . —The Area Commands are organized similarly to COMSTS head-
quarters with the same organizational components described above for the Office
of the Commander. The major difference lies in the fact that emphasis in t^e
area commands is in implementing plans, policies and procedures developed at
CCMSTS headquarters, through actual administration and operation of ships. The
subarea commanders are assigned similar responsibilities, except on a smaller
scale. The Westpac Area Command has no subareas, operating entirely through
ten offices. Pac Area administers its affairs through the Norpac iubarea
located in Seattle. The Lant >4rea operates through two subareas->-Oulf at Fe'i
Orleans and Caribbean at Balboa. The Elm Area has two subareas also—one at
Heidelberg, named the East lant Subarea, and another termed the Med Subarea at
Leghorn.
As has been said, MSTS offices are established where volume of traffic
Justifies an activity to coordinate shipper services in connection with auth-
f(»'»Ur n^-l •!!!!! l-lw f"*!'
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orized transportation of personnel and cargo. These offices also exercise
local operational control of MSTS ships while in port, provide for their lo-
gistic support and assist in expediting turnaround. Rapid expansion and con-
traction is a feature of these organizational units, according to traffic re-
quireioents which may change overnight. They may range from a single officer
to an office of thirty personnel or even more. The Pac Area maintains eight
offices in addition to the area and subarea offices. The Lant Area has seven
such offices in addition to their area and subarea offices.
To give an understanding of the size of s(Hne of the Area Commands the
following figures are indicated: CCMSTSLANI area has in its organization
•shore about 125 military and 675 civilians, totalling 600; COMSTSPAC Area
has about 130 military and 500 civilians for a total of 630; COUSTSEUi Area.
100 military, 20 civilians; and COMSTSWESTPAC Area, 275 military and 190 ci«
vilians. These data cwnprise the shore organization alone, it must be «nphi-
sized and are taken from the USTS Financial and Statistical Report of August,
1955.
Authority.—It will be recalled that one of the major weaknesses of the
former NTS was in its lack of centralized control and the relative autonomy of
its field offices. While decentralized control has bean maintained in MSTS it
has not been at the sacrifice of a strong central office able to develop,
promultate and enforce plans, policies and procedures.
As has been mentioned in a previous paragraph, area commands have a
great deal of autonomy in personnel administration. Also, it has been mentioned
that operational control of MSTS ships is exercised locally with the exception
of tankers. Ships assigned to continental commands operate under general
sailing schedules promulgated by COMSTS, but WESTPAC Area even schedules its
Jfiii'iii:
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own ships, due to unusual conditions existing within that Area Cooaand.
Beadquarters in Washington writes shipping contracts by which either a
emsnercial ship or shipping space is procured—except again for the Western
Pacific Area which conducts all of its own chartering. The Area Comianders
adsiinister master contracts negotiated by Washington, but they can arrange for
shipments by straight coamercial tariffs of less than 3,CX>0 tons—more than
this must be approved by COttSTS as such shipments are the siost expensive.
Each Area Comnander conducts his own chartering for tug hire, pilotage, etc.
Lx>cal commands procure material in support of its operations from the
local Navy Supply Syst«B outlets, such as Naval Supply Centers or Depots. In
emergencies local procurement is also authorized. Blost of the minor claims
involving cargo or vessel damage are settled by local area counsels and much of
the advance work on larger and more ic^ortant claims referred to COHSTS is done
by local area commands. Both shoreside and afloat internal administration are
conducted entirely at the local level as long as policies and procedures estab-
lished by COMSTS are adhered to. Repairs and alteration are a direct responsi-
bility of the area commander and are accomplished locally under his super-
vision. This includes work specifications, contracts, inspection and payment







Composition of the Nucleus Fleet
General.—As of 1 December 1955 the MSTS Fleet consisted of «:34 ships
and craft divided into two categories, the Nucleus Fleet of Navy-owned and
operated ships and the Conmercial Fleet of privetely-owned and operated ships.
The varying demands of the shipper services require many different types of
vessels—cargo ships of all sizes and types, aircraft carriers, anmunition
ships, troop and dependent transports, small and large tankers, reefers, LST*s
and LSH*8.
Conmiissioned Ships (USS ). -"These are the regularly commissioned ships
of the United States Navy, manned by regular officers and crews and subjed to
•11 the rules and regulations that pertain to the 0. S. Navy. The Fleet con-
sists of twelve ships—six large passenger ships (AP*s), two large oilers (AO*s)
and four aircraft carriers (CVU*s) used for transportation of aircraft.
U. S. Naval Ships (USNS).—As of 1 December 1955, there were 178 USNS
ships in conmission. These are government-owned, civilian manned ships which
are grouped into two categories, civil-service manned and contract operated.
Host of the USNS ships civil-service manned were transferred to the Navy
from the Army Transport Service. There were as of the date indicated 106 of
these in service, comprising 12 large passenger ships of the AP type and 29
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edium types, 18 dry cargo and 3 reefers, 9 amphibious, 25 coastal and 10
support type vessels.
Civil service-manned ships are manned and organized in accordance with
ccwmercial standards,that is, with deck, engine, steward and purser departments.
There is an unusual feature peculiar to USTS ships—a military department com-
posed of uniformed Navy personnel, line. Medical, Nurse and Chaplain Corps
officers and enlisted personnel. The senior line officer is the commanding
officer, military department—COMILDEP. He is not ordinarily subject to the
orders of the master of the ship and assumes the authority of the comnanding
officer of a ship as far as the passengers on board are concerned. At the same
time he must not interfere with the master's responsibilities in the operation,
navigation and maintenance of the ship.
There are also 7^ contract-operated USNS ships. These are Navy-owned
large tankers (33) operated by private companies under contract and manned in
the manner of the merchant marine, 36 LST*s operated by Japanese crews in intra-
area traffic and 3 coastal gasoline tankers (A06*s).
Composition of the Commercial Fleet
Chartered vessels.—The Commercial Fleet, sometimes called the "variable
fleet" because the number of ships in this category varies from day to day, is
comprised of time and voyage charters which are commercially owned and oper-
ated for USTS, and cf National Shipping Authority vessels. As of 1 December
1955 there were 33 chartered vessels consisting of 20 time charters (cargo), 4
time and 4 voyage tankers, and 1 passenger and 4 cargo ships chartered from
foreign flag operators. Eleven cargo ships were chartered under General Agency
Agreements with the National shipping Authority. These are government-owned


























































the National Shipping Authority to conaaercial companies who in turn operate
them under General Agency Agreement in the service of MSTS. They are manned
and organized the same as other privately-owned ships of the same class. PLATE




Various categories .—The heterogeneous nature of MSTS is well exempli-
fied by its personnel which can be divided into three general classes: (1)
ilitary personnel assigned to MSTS, (2) civil service personnel employed by
MSTS and (3) civilian employees of companies who operate for MSTS under con-
tract or charter. The latter are, of course, not strictly MSTS employees but
they must always be reckoned with.
As of the last quarter of 1955 total MSTS personnel, military and ci-
vilian, declined from a peak of 29,000 plus in July, 1951 (height of the Korean
operations) to a little over 17,000. Of this number, about 8,300 were unli-
censed civilian marine, 4,250 Navy enlisted, 2,100 civil service ashore, 1,500
licensed civilian marine and 950 Navy officers. PLATE VI shows the present
Status of TOTAL MSTS personnel.
Civil service personnel .—BISTS has two kinds of civil service personnel,
those of the regular classified service usually found in government offices
ashore, and civilian inarine personnel who man the OSNS ships. Administration
of the shore civilian employees is comparatively simple as it follows the pro-
cedures set forth in the Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions (NCPI) which
themselves are patterned after regulations of the Civil Service Commission.






















































the Navy with the transfer of the Army Transport Service ships to MSTS and
they constitute a majority of personnel employed by USTS. These employees are
civil service personnel of the government, subject to Civil Service Regulations
and the Veterans Preference Act, etc., but they also are basically members of
the seagoing merchant marine and as such are required to meet Coast Guard
standards. Their wages are fixed aiKl adjusted from time to time in accordance
with the prevailing rates of the maritime industry. Because of the peculiari-
ties of this group they are administered in accordance with Civilian Marine
Personnel Instructions (CVPl) which is similar to the NCPI.
The following personnel figures are of interest: (1) of a total of
14,000 plus USTS personnel afloat, about 9, SOU are licensed and unlicensed
civilian marine employees. The rest are Navy officer and enlisted personnel,
(2) of the total of a little over 3,000 ilSTS personnel ashore, about 2,200
are civil service ^nployees and the rest are Navy personnel. PLATES VII and
VIII indicate present status. PLATE IX illustrates how well paid are the ci-
vilian marine personnel employed by MSTS. For example, an able bodied seaman
receives a basic annual wage of $3,773.00 plus overtime, bonuses, vacations,
hospitalization, sick leave, quarters and subsistence. Overtime itself average^
an additional 30^ of the base pay, it is estimated.
Military personnel .—Naval personnel may receive assignments to MSTS
ashore, either in Headquarters in iVashington, or in one of fche area cooinands,
subarea coosaands or offices anywhere in the world, aboard one of the commis-
sioned ships (DSS), or in one of the small detachments aboard the Navy-owned,
civilian marine manned ships. Administration of this class of personnel follows
that of the Navy generally and hence is no problem.
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through operating contracts with American companies for the operation of Navy-
owned, company-manned and operated tankers. These ships are manned exactly
as privately owned ships would be—through the union hiring halls. As of March,
1956. the MSTS Nucleus Tanker Fleet consisted of 34 contract-operated tankers,
31 of which are standard T-2 types of World liar II vintage. These are 52-foot
ships with a capacity of 140,000 barrels and steam at 14Ji to 16 knots. Many of
them will steam more than 100,000 miles between overhauls. The official desig-
nation of contract operated tankers is: MSTS Tankers, in service (USNS) (con-
tract-operated). They carry the designation "0. 3. Naval Ship** above their
1
names.
The other main source of contract personnel is through an operating
contract with a Japanese company in the Far East for operation of L5T*s under
MSTS direction. They are manned by Japanese and are paid in accordance with
Japanese wage standards.
Charter company employees are those merchant mariners serving in the
**variable fleet" of tiine and voyage chartered ships and ships under G^eneral
Agency Agreement.
PLATE X clearly demonstrates the large extent that MSTS operations pro-
vide employmetit to the American merchant marine through private operators.
Almost as many persons are employed indirectly by ftlSTS as directly—16,237 to
17,695 as of 1 October 1955. These were divided as follows: indigenous per-
sonnel (Japanese), 2,183; contract tankers, 1,651; General Agency Agreement,
1,755; time and voyage charter, 1,786; and berth liners, 8,862.



















































































Standards .—^Two sets of standards for maintenance and repair are nec-
essary in KSTS because of two different categories of ships: Conmissioned ships
(DSS) that are maintained in accordance with the same standards of other Navy
ships as prescribed by the Bureau of Ships in its Buships Manual ; and DSNS ships
in-service, both civil-service manned and contract operated. Navy-owned, which
are certified by the Coast Guard in accordance with their standards prescribed
for merchant ships of the same class, and which are required to remain in-class
in accordance with standards set by the American Bureau of Shipping.
CIMHSTS has authorized laSTS area and subarea commanders to deviate from
the Buships Manual, used as a guide, even though technically not applicable to
M5TS in-service ships, provided their decisions to do so are based on sound,
modern conanercial practices and are in no case below the minimum standards re-
quired by the appropriate regulations of the Coast Guard and the American Bureau
of Shipping.
Ships in-service (DSNS) (civil service-manned ).—Responsibility for
maintenance of these ships rests with the area or subarea coranander to whom
the ship is assigned administratively. Repairs are accomplished either in
private shipyards, MSTS maintenance shops at subordinate commands or by the
ship's force.
The procedure followed is essentially the same as for ships of the regu-
lar Navy—when ready for repair (in this case usually upon returning from a
voyage), each department prepares repair lists which, upon arrival of the ship,
are reviewed at an "arrival" or repair conference. Bere it is decided what
items shall be undertaken, and by whom (shipyard, maintenance shop, ship's
force). Bids are then solicited for the shipyard items. The work is inspected
-JlOKK)
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as it proceeds by representatives of the shore M (> B division. Work must be
In accordance with^ the standing of the vessel under the Coast Guard and ABS
requirements.
Ships in comnission (USS).«-These ships may be repaired in naval ship-
yards, coiSBtercial shipyards or maintenance shops as circumstances dictate.
Much the same procedures obtain as described above for in-service ships.
Funding.—Funds for both the USS and USNS ships are provided to each
administrative C(»araander for each ship assigned on the basis of a budget sub-
mitted by the local conmander to COMSTS and approved by him, for the forth-
coming fiscal year. What particular repairs are accomplished lie entirely
within the discretion of the administrative commander, provided, of course,
that he maintains standards prescribed by COIiISXS. Alterations are not made
without prior approval of COMSTS, and in case of commissioned ships, by Buships
if a military characteristic is involved. Usually alterations are accomplished
on a fleet-wide basis after the opinions of all ships of a type have been so-
licited and evaluated in regard to each specific alteration reconiniended.
Ships in-service (DSNS) (contract operated).—Still another system is
followed in maintaining the civil servicennanned, contract operated tankers of
the HSTS Nucleus Fleet. These ships are under the direct operational control
of COMSTS who acts through the Contracting Officer (Director, Tanker Division;.
The Contracting Officer in turn looks to the (X^MSTS M 6 B Officer for guidance.
Again, safety at sea features of material readiness are governed by Coast Guard
requirements, and seaworthiness, watertight integrity and maximum loading re-
sponsibilities are to a major degree controlled by standards set by the Americaif
Bureau of Shipping.
(^neral preventive maintenance is conducted through material inspections
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by subordinate comnands on a case basis as directed by COttSTS. Annual overhaul,
voyage repairs and alterations are also supervised by area coioaands as directed
in specific cases by C0M5TS. All industrial work is done in comnercial yards
under subcontracts. The contract operator pays for the work and is reimbursed
by the Navy as an item of expense under the basic contract.
As an example of the distribution of repair expenditures, for the FY 195^
about $46.5 million were planned for H5TS ship repairs and alterations, of
which $43 million were financed through the Industrial Fund (to be discussed
in a following chapter), and a little over $3 million by appropriated funds for
capital improvements and military features. Of the total, $40.5 million, or
87% were planned for private yards, 5% for Navy yards and 6% for MSTS M 6 R
shops.
(^erational Problems
Coordination.—Commercial companies operating on a regular schedule de-
pend upon the shipper to regulate the flow of traffic in accordance with the
dictates of the schedule. Not so with HSTS and his customers? Traffic moved
by MSTS originates in the Army, Navy, Air Force and other organizations who are
sanctioned by the Department of Defense. These three basic shippers each having
problems of their own which result in differing requirements and demands create
a real problem of coordination both in the area of requir&oients and ships.
Priorities .—Because the government of the Dnited States has made it a
policy to support the U. S. Merchant Marine, MSTS has another operational prob-
lem due to the magnitude of the water-borne overseas traffic of the Department
of Defense. Much, though by no means all, of the responsibility for imple-
menting this policy falls upon MSTS.




these Navy-owned ships are used first. Since there are but few of these ships
in service, the majority of cargo must then be moved in government -owned ships,
non-Navy, or by the U. S. Merchant marine. Second priority has been given to
the berth operators—those shipping concerns operating ships on regular sched-
ules over certain trade routes. Since this type of shipping has certain inher-
ent limitations, such as numbers of sailings, capacities of ships, permanent
space reservations by civilian concerns, other sources must be found. The
third priority falls to the private operators also, in the form of time and
voyage charters which are easy to obtain when coomiercial cargo, which is more
profitable, is scarce, but difficult to obtain when commercial cargo is avail-
able. The last recourse is to the government-owned ships in moth-balls under
the Maritime Commission. These ships when required by IS5TS to meet its demands
are made available to the National Shipping Authority who turns them over to
private steamship operators under General Agency Agreements for service with
HSTS.
PLATE XI indicates how well MSTS assists the government in its policy
of supporting the merchant marine. From 1952 through 1955 75%, 73%, 70% and
64% respectively, of total MSTS operating costs were paid directly to the pri-
vate maritime industry. In dollars, these percentages represent from $475
illion in 1952 to $272 million in 1955.
Special lifts.—These really present problems. A shipper service may
have a project underway at some remote spot where there is no commercial service
nor, perhaps, harbor or unloading facilities. Perhaps an entire amphibious
operation is required, or it may be a minor quantity of special value to the
shipper. Any of these conditions may require special equipment, agreements and
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terra paper, are arctic operations, atomic tests^ special construction, repat-
riation and Onited Nations troop lifts.
Passenger and Cargo Hovenents
Passenger traffic .—It can be seen from PLATE XII that MSTS lifted
1,652,199 passengers during fiscal year 1955. Most of these were troop move-
ments which reached the figure of 1,378,738. Dependents transported totalled
173,223. Of the total passengers carried, only 24,252 were carried on a *'space
available" basis, wiiicb means transportation authorized after all space re-
quirement travel assignments have been made and the space would otherwise be
unused.
Dry cargo traffic—PLATE XIII shows that 16,042,402 measurement tons of
dry cargo were lifted by BISTS during fiscal year 1955. The Atlantic coast led
with 3,266,189 tons against 2,855,734 tons for the Pacific, both outbound.
Outbound traffic runs between 73% and 85% of the total traffic carried.
Petroleum traffic—PLATE XIV depicts total petroleum traffic lifted in
fiscal year 1955 at 113,041,623 barrels. Fuel oil, of course, accounted for
most of this—35%. Diesel oil carried totalled 17%; avgas, 15%; jet fuel, 18%;
Bogas, 1^. Twenty-nine percent originated in the Persian Gulf area, 25% in
the United States Gulf area, 20% in other U. S. areas, 1^ in the Caribbean
and 1^ from other areas.
Operations in Financial Terms
Scope of the business.— In fiscal year 1955, MSTS did almost one-half
million dollars of business, or to be exact, $424,718,971.00 at an operating
cost of $422,946,378.00. HSTS, of course, does not attempt to generate profits,
but rather, attert^^ts to operate as close to actual cost as possible. Cargo
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Doven»nts accounted for the largest percentage of revenue—-51.2%. Passenjer
traffic followed with 27.^ and petroleum accounted for 21.5% of total business.
The United States Army d<»ninated the picture from the standpoint of the
shipper services with 57. (^ of the business originated from that Service. The
Air Force was second with 23.4%, and the Navy third with 15.7%. Other govern-
ment agencies contributed $10,%5,356 of the total income collected, or 2.6%.
PLATE XV illustrates scope of business from the point of view of revenues
collected.
Averaue daily vessel operating costs.—PLATE XVI proves how expensive
it is to operate a yacht, or any ship for that matter. Average operating costs
illustrated apply to USNS (in-service) ships computed from 1954 figures. Aver-
age cost per day of a P-2 passenger ship totals $8,500. The P-2 transport is
a ship of 622 feet in length, 9,998 net tonnage, 10,025 deadweight tons and
speed of 19 knots. It carries 393 officers and 4,960 men, or a total of 5,353
passengers.
A C-4 passenger ship comes a little cheaper at $6,000 per diem. This is
a troopship of 522 feet, 6,84o deadweight tonnage and a speed of 17 knots. It
carries 228 officers, 3,595 men, total capacity, 3,823.
The C-2 cargo vessel is one of the most numerous of the C-types used
for general cargo. It is 459 feet long, has a deadweight tonnage of 8,794 tons,
speed of 15.5 knots, and a cruising range of 16,000 miles. Its total bale capa-
city in cubic feet is 536,828 and it "rents" for $2,000 per day.
Traffic cost per mile.— Ue cost to lift cargo varied from $4.91 per
1,000 M/i miles in 1951 down to $3.81 in 1955. Measurement tons actually liftec
in each of those two years varied from 20,138,179 in 1951 to 16.042,402 in 1955.
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of 28,783.012 K/T*s. During the **peacet ioe" years of 1953, 1954. the cost per
1,000 M/X miles varied inversely as the measureaent tons lifted, the lowest
rate corresponding to the largest nuoiber of tons lifted.
Excluding the year 1951 when costs were high coincident with the rapid
expansion required by the Korean War, cost per 1,000 passenger miles remained
relatively stable. In 1952 such a cost was $19.32 and in 1954, $21.86. Pas-
sengers lifted dropped from 2,435,500 in 1952 to 1.652,199 in 1955.
Petroleum carrying costs varied from $1.65 per 1,000 L/T miles based on
a lift of 100.7 million barrels in 1951 to $1.79 based on 113.6 million barrels
in 1955. These costs comparisons are interestingly portrayed on PLATE XVII.
MSTS tariff rates.—PLATE XVIII compares typical tariff rates as of
1 July 1955. Rates are promulgated annually as of 1 July based on estimated
requirements and budgeted costs. The cargo rate per measureaent ton depends on
type of cargo—general, reefer, ammunition, special or aircraft. As will be
seen from the Plate, reefer cargo under refrigeration is the most expensive,
ranging from $35.93 per MA on the Atlantic-Europe route, to $23.67 on the
Northwest coast-East Alaska run. A cabin passenger will cost $167.89 to Europe,
while a troop passenger will cost only $42.47. It will cost a shipper $6.30
per long ton to ship a cargo of fuel oil from the Gulf Coast to Europe if the
size of the lift is 14,000 tons or up, otherwise it costs $6.93.
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Department of Defense Regulations
Establishment, authority and uurpose.^^Congress authorized the estab-
lishment of working capital funds in the amendments to the National Security
Act, August 10. 1949, Section 405(a). The Secretary of Defense was authorized
to establish a working capital fund for industrial and commercial type activi-
ties that provide common services within or among the departments and agencies
of the Department of Defense as he may designate.
Pursuant to the Act of Congress cited above the Secretary of Defense
promulgated ''Regulations Covering the Operation of Working-Capital Funds for
Industrial and Commercial-type Establishments (Industrial Funds)," on 13 July
1930. Each service was directed to establish an industrial fund for financing
all such type activities within the department.
Each fund was to consist of unexpended cash balances, accounts receivable,
stores (inventories on hand), all other current assets. Plant and equipment
were expressly excluded from the fund. The Comptroller of the Department of
Defense was authorized to issue implementing instructions and to authorize or
approve specific projects to be financed through the industrial funds.
I
i




The Industrial Fund method of financing was intended to: (1) provide a
tore effective means of controlling costs. (2) establish a flexible means for
financing, budyeting and accounting, C3) encourage the creation of the buyer-
seller relationship through the concept of interorders between agencies of the
same department, (4) place budgeting and accounting on a isore commercial basis,
(S) provide a structure that will enhance the development of a performance-type
2
budget, and (6) encourage cross servicing between the departtaents.
RequireEieuts for establishment of specific projects.—Either one of the
military departments or the Comptroller of the Department of Defense may initi-
ate a charter for a specific project believed to be the type best served by
industrial fund financing. The charter must be approved by the Comptroller of
the Department of Defense. The Comptroller of the department in which the
recommended establishment is located must develop the accounting system, guided
by the Comptroller of the Department of Defense who must approve it prior to
its establishment.
Assets and liabilities of industrial funds.—The Act of 1949 provided
that initial cash balances of the industrial funds should be provided from
certain unused appropriations on the books of the Treasury, plus additional
amounts if required to be appropriated, in order to provide an adequate capital
structure. Administrative allocations to specific projects were provided for,
to be termed "project cash accounts.** Such allocations, however, must remain
within the limitations of working capital established by the Bureau of the
Budget. Cash receipts are deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the con-
solidated cash account, as a control account, and also recorded to the account











the consolidated cash account balance.
Each departBient was authorized to capitalize inventories on hand but
also within working capital liaitations established by the Bureau of the Budget.
In line with cora&ercial practice, aiuounts billed pending reimbursement shall
be termed **accounts receivable.**
Each industrial establishment was directed to keep property account iny
records for items of real estate, equipment and plant, but such assets were not
to be capitalized as part of the industrial fund. Replacements of such capital
items shall be financed by appropriated funds, except that tools, etc. that
normally last for less than one year, and special items of machinery and equip-
ment which are required for a specific Job and are to be billed as such may be
financed through the industrial fund. Cost of repairs of plant and equipment,
however, are treated as costs of operations and are to be financed through the
fund. Reserves, too. may be set up for limited accumulation of funds to re-
place or repair plant or equipB»nt damaged or destroyed by fire or other hazard
,
Initial liabilities to be assumed under the funds were generally to be
confined to accrued annual leave, and unliquidated obligations for goods and
services received by the establishment.
The Act specifically prohibited the crediting of any appropriation with
mounts of inveutory and working capital funds capitalized. Certain exceptions
were made, however, when unfairness to activities financed by current appro-
priations could be shown.
The amounts of cash and investment in materials aod supplies to be ini-
tially allocated under the industrial fund were to be limited to cash require-
ments represented by estimates of costs incurred under normal operations prior
to the time tUat reimoursemeats may be obtained, and the normal amount of
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Bterials and supplies needed for the same period.
Orders for work to be performed.—The project order is used as the basis
for ordering work done, billing and for obligation of the appropriations of the
ordering agency, in the same manner as a purchase order or contract is used in
an outside industrial concern. For recurring services a single authorizing
document may be used for the entire fiscal year. Work also may be performed by
requisition for other govermzent agencies and foreign governments when author-
ized by law and by charter.
Beimburseaents for work performed find for other costs . "«^Sach activity
operating under an industrial fund shall be reimbursed regularly for all costs
properly chargeable, so that the working capital of the fund may be maintained.
No working-fund advances are authorized in connection with work performed for
an agency within the Department of Defense, but such advances are authorized
from outside agencies.
Billing shall be on the basis of completed Jobs, billed daily on a Job
basis, weekly or monthly for groups of Jobs. For long periods of tic^, progress
payments may be arranged in the same manner as such payments are provided for
under contracts with outside parties.
Reimbursement is on the basis of actual costs incurred, excluding mili-
tary pay and allowances, depreciation, and other elements of statistical costs.
Predetermined rates based upon estimated costs, such as the tariff rates pro-
mulgated annually by HSTS, are also authorized. However, work performed for
those outside of the Department of Defense are charged the full cost , including
military pay, depreciation, etc. The excess of the amounts billed over actual
costs are deposited in the Miscellaneous Receipts of the Treasury.
Reimbursements are made procedurally through the use of Form 1080.
•^OiTllifT. PIT » lit'
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The followiag costs are expressly excluded from costs of operations:
(1) costs of additions to plant and equipiaent, (2) costs of removing retired
itens of plant and equiptaent, (3) costs of maintenance of idle plant and equip-
ment, and (4) costs of operation of activities physically located within an
activity but not participating in the production of the goods and services
rendered. These latter costs are to be paid through allotments of regular
appropriations, either directly or by reiaburs^oent to the industrial fund.
Cost account intt metliods .—Job. or production, cost accounting methods
shall be used in collecting and determining costs whenever appropriate. When
predetermined or estimated costs are used as a basis for billing, actual costs
of work performed may be determined by clasees of work for the purpose of com-
parison of actual costs against predetermined costs billed to agencies. MSTS
uses, for exanqple, three basic ship classes—passenger, cargo and petroleum.
Adjustments of predetermined charges to actual charges is required from time to
time, with the objective that in the long run total reiadsursement will closely
approximate actual costs.
Each activity operating under an industrial fund will have a cost account
ing system built to its own specifications. It shall, however, observe the
accrual basis of accounting and employ the double entry method of bookkeeping.
Costs shall not include certain excluded items for which expenditures
are not made by the performing activity. Examples are: military pay and allow-
ances, the share of the government's contribution to the Civil Service aetire-
ent System, costs of procurement, storage, issue of materials and supplies in-
curred in the ba^iic Supply System, and depreciation. These costs, however, will
be recorded statistically so that the approximate full cost of all work per-
formed may be determined. The objective is that of reducing the amount of
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statistical costs to a Dinimun by taking all steps feasible to require each
industrial fund activity to pay all costs.
Materials and supplies used frc»a stock shall be priced in accordance
with usual procedures established by the issuing activity and such issues shall
be reimbursed for the cost so determined. No such materials shall be issued
free of charge to any Job, except such items as are generally known by the tern
**Governaent furnished materials." riihenever appropriate, direct and indirect
Materials and supplies shall be costed separately in the accounts and indirect
costs shall be treated as overhead costs.
Civilian labor and salaries are charged at actual costs. Direct labor
charges shall include overtime, annual and sick leave. Charges for indirect
labor, including administrative salaries, are treated as overhead and may also
include overtime, annual and sick leave. In general, overhead costs applicable
to idle plant or facilities viiU be separately determined and reiBdi}ursed from
regular appropriations. Overhead rates will be established, generally, so that
in the long run no loss to the industrial fund will be sustained.
Obligations and expenditures .—^Authority to incur obligations is vested
in local management. All documents supporting expenditures shall be processed
within the activity. Statutory limitations or restrictions on expenditures
applicable to appropriations also apply to industrial fund operations. Expendi>>
tures of each industrial type activity is limited by (1) authorized project
orders to which they may be charged, (in the case of fiSTS these would be re-
(^piirenents submitted annually by each of the shipper services, as an approxi-
mation). (2) expense budgets for non-operating expenses, and (3) procur^oent
budgets for materials and supplies purchased for stock.
Budgets and budgetary control.—Agencies ordering work performed by an
industrial-type activity shall budget annually for the estimated cost of the
D«£i«lU ' ..ixi:^^
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orders to be placed. Likewise, each industrial^type activity shall budget for
the estimated cost of idle plant and equipiaent and additions to such plant and
•quipeent. Also, costs of operating any non-operating activity under its
aaagenent, such as a supply depot, shall be budgeted for by the activity having
anag«BM»nt control of the activity.
Each activity operating under the industrial fund shall prepare a com-
ercial-type budget annually, covering its operating costs, and shall review
such budget at least quarterly for revisions if necessary.
Budgets for procurement of Kiterials and supplies shall be prepared and
used administratively for procurement control through the use of allotments in
the manner of procurement under appropriations.
Each agency ordering work performed from an industrial activity shall
record obligations when the order is placed or when the order is performed, in
the case of recurring services of a minor nature. Agencies having management
control of an industrial-type activity will make allotments to such an activity
to serve as a basis for additions to capital assets, etc.
The Bureau of the Budget approves annually a limitation on the amount of
working capital available for operations. Each industrial fund activity must
submit through the Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) not later than 15 June
each year, an estimated consolidated balance sheet and operating statement for
the ensuing fiscal year, supported by appropriate financial statements. These
statements must be based on the best available information at the time state-
ments are prepared. Working capital in excess of the established limitation
is placed in reserve.
Reuortina.—Monthly summary operating reports are prepared by each
establishment under the industrial fund. These reports include a balance sheet
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•ad operating stateoent of the cooaercial type, together with appropriate
schedules. Actual operating costs shall be compared with budgeted costs.
Copies of these stateiaents are submitted to the Office of the Coiaptroller of
the Department of Defense and to the Bureau of the Budget.
Section 405(c) of the National Security Act, as aiaended, requires each
ilitary departnent to submit an annual report on the operations of its indus-
trial fund to the President and the Congress.
/kuditing .—-The Comptroller of each department shall require audits of
industrial fund activities through the internal audit division of that de-
partment.
The HSTS Charter
General.—-Before approval of its Charter, HSTS operations were financed
through advances from the annual appropriations of the Army, Navy and Air force,
KSTS was therefore subject to the fiscal limitations and reporting procedures
i^Msed by the annual appropriation structure. The Charter for Operation of
Military Sea Transportation Service Onder Navy Industrial Fund" was approved
by tho Assistant secretary of Defense (Comptroller), on Hay 7, 1951, and auth-
orized VETS to finance its operations beginning 1 July 1951 under the Navy
Industrial Fund, in accordance with Section 405 of the National Defense Act of
1947, as amended, and Department of Defense Regulations dated 13 July 1950.
The first five sections of the Charter repeated the mission, functions and
responsibilities which had been prescribed in the basic Directive of the Secre-
tary of Defense dated 2 August 1949.
Financing.—MSTS is authorized to bill each agency to whom services are
rendered at least monthly. Tariff rates shall be determined in accordance with
the principles set forth in the Department of Defense Regulations, except that
aj
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for the time being no surcharges will be made for statistical costs on services
billed to agencies outside the Departoent of Defense.
I6TS is authorized to finance through the Industrial Fund costs of per-
fonaing services pursuant to its mission, such as civilian payrolls, traveling
expenses, materials and supplies, charter hire, maintenance and repair, and
alterations to ships and other facilities, activation and inactivation of ships
assigned, spare parts, ships equipage and replacements of furniture and equip-
ment required ashore, certain dairage claims, and such expenses usually classi-
fied as **op6rating expenses.*'
S6TS is ^ot authorised to finance under the Industrial Fund costs of new
construction and conversion of ships, pay and allowances of military personnel,
proration of overhead of Bureau or Officers of the Department of the Navy,
expenses for official representation (entertainment), military characteristics
of ships, such as armament and aB^>hibiou8 gear, or battle damage repairs on
M5TS ships.
Contracts, collections and accounting system.—WSrs may enter into con-
tracts as may be necessary in the interests of economy for materials and ser-
vices, provided that cash requirements to liquidate such contracts plus other
co&Biitments and liabilities will not exceed the total of available cash plus
anticipated receipts for the same period, and also provided that such contracts
are no^ for construction or acquisition of capital assets.
MSTS is authorized to credit the Navy Industrial Fund with collections
representing its costs and any other receipts authorized by law.
MSTS may employ such financial and accounting procedures as best serve
its needs in the effective handling of transactions and as a guide to good
management and in rendering reports on its financial status and the results of
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its cost of operations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Defense and
Secretary of the Navy. Its system in general shall be the double-entry coco-
ercial-type, naintained on an accrual basis.
Workinci capital.—Working capital to finance MSTS was provided as
follows: (1) A cash allocation of $100,000,000 from the Navy Industrial Fund
to a project cash account of MSTS, (2) capitalization of inventories of
materials, supplies, stores, fuel oil, ashore and afloat on hand as of the
date of conmencement of operations under the Fund.
Two liabilities were recognized—annual leave accrued to civilian em-
ployees estimated at $5,400,000, and the amount of indemnity self-insurance
estimated at $4,000,000 pertaining to Maritime Administration ships time
chartered to MSTS at the commencement of operations.
Exception to the Regulations approved 13 July 1^0.—MSTS was authorized
to deviate from paragraphs 3(j) and 7(g) in that acquisition of ships* equipage
and relatively minor items of furniture and equipage required in its shore
activities may be charged to expense, and from paragraph 7(e)(2) in that bills
for services performed for other government departments and instrumentalities
need not include proration of military pay and allowances, depreciation and
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CHIUTE8 VI
OFFICE OF T*: COHPTROLLER
Headquarters. Washington
Functions and Responsibilities
The Comptroller . —The Comptroller's '*Bible" has the following to say
about the responsibilities of the Comptroller. COMSTS:
Comptroller. The National Security Act of 1947 « as amended, pro-
vides in part (Section 402(b)) that:
'Subject to the authority of the respective departmental Secre-
taries, the cooptrollers of the military departcients shall be
responsible for all budgeting, accounting, progress and statisti-
cal reporting, and internal auditing in their respective depart-
ments and for the administrative organization structure and mana-
gerial procedures relating thereto.*
The Comptroller, COMSTS, is charged with similar responsibilities
regarding the Military Sea Transportation Service organization. Al-
though the Comptroller, COMSTS, reports directly to COMSTS and is
subject to his orders on all matters, the Comptroller, Department of
the Navy exercises technical supervision over all COMSTS Comptroller
functions. The Comptroller, COMSTS, exercises technical supervision
over Comptrollers attached to MSTS subordinate comaands.^
The Comptroller's mission is to insure proper performance of the
functions relating to budgeting, accounting, auditing, disbursing, statistics
and tariffs throughout the comDand.
His responsibilities pertain to the following: (1) to advise COMSTS and
key members of his staff on matters relating to the MSTS mission, and to busi-
ness administration, (2) to establish policies and procedures relating to
Navy Industrial Fund Handbook for Military Sea Transportation Service
.




coBptrollership functions, (3) to exercise supervision over organization and
operating procedures in the Office of the Comptroller, and technical super-
vision over cooiptroller offices at ItSTS subordinate coniaands, (4) to maintain
necessary liaison with comparable functional components of the Department of
Defense, Department of the Navy and other government agencies in comptroller
Batters, (5) to maintain accounting records and system prescribed in accord-
ance with the Charter of the Comptroller of the Department of Defense, and
policies established in SecNav Instruction 5400.4 of 18 November 1953, (6) to
eollaborate with the AC06 (Personnel and Administration) in the preparation of
recommendations and the review of proposed action on requests for increases in
current civilian personnel allowances, to insure best possible utilization of
MSTS manpower within budgetary limitations, and (7) to submit recpiired finan-
cial, accounting, cost and statistical reports, and appropriate analyses and
evaluation of such data for management purposes for guidance in planning future
operations and as historical records.
The Comptroller's organization.—In addition to a Deputy Comptroller,
who in MSTS is a civilian to assure continuity and provide expert technical
advice, the Comptroller has five Division Directors reporting direct^ to him,
and several Assistants to the Con^troller who are Navy officers. The latter
are assigned to special tasks and various administrative matters and do not,
except under special circumstances, engage in operating details. For example,
one of the special assistants studied the tariff structure for eight months,
which resulted in extensive improvements. At present there are three such
special assistants.
The five divisions, budget, accounting, statistics and analysis, dis-
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tailing between them. Each of these divisions maintains direct contact with
its counterpart in subordinate c(»aaands to facilitate conduct of operating
details—policy laatters explicitly being avoided.
The Det>utv Copptroller .—This official acts in the capacity of executive
officer, actively supervising the work in the Office of the Comptroller. He
consults with Division Directors, assigns and coordinates the work, reviews
correspondence and reports to assure accuracy and consistency with existing
policy, and reviews legislation froo higher authority to determine effect on
WSTS, advising the Cooptiroller as to action required.
Director. Budget Division . ^^The Budget Division coordinates, reviews
and prepares the budget and establishes MSTS tariff rates. The Director formu-
lates the premises on which N5TS planning and operating budgets are based. He
prepares the format, develops instructions to govern ass^nbly, preparation and
submission of data necessary for preparation of the I8SXS budget, based on opera-
ting plans, traffic forecasts, statistical data and operating cost estimates.
He prepares the consolidated iSSIS planning and operating budgets and reccHmnends
to the Comptroller amounts to be included. Be establishes USflS tariff rates
based on the approved budget. Be prepares the periodic consolidated budget
report and explains significant variations from amounts budgeted, advising the
Comptroller and cognizant personnel of areas where plans are not being met,
reconaending appropriate action. He also makes periodic analyses to determine
sufficiency of MSTS working capital in light of budgeted operations, advising
the Comptroller of need for additional working capital.
The budget serves as a road map, a plan and a guide. Comparisons are
made monthly for variances to enable operations to get back on the track where
deviations have occurred. PLATE XIX illustrates the Planning budget cycle in
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general terms. It is developed early in the spring by requests to the shipper
services for requireiaents which must then be translated into costs based on
requirements. PLATE XX illustrates the operating budget cycle which reflects
last minute revisions to the planning budget which has been developed earlier.
PLATE XXI depicts the steps necessary in costing the budget: lift requirements
plus route, origin and destination translates into ships required and operating
costs which, in turn, equal the budget. Administratively, budgets may be trans-
ferred between commands as necessary to budget workloads on the basis of ship
costs and days left in the year for operations.
Director. Account inu Pivis ion . «—This oificer's mission is that of advis-
ing on, formulating and supervising effective accounting policies and procedures.
lie prepares, processes and records all accounting transactions for the Office
of C0M5TS, maintains general accounting records and prepares financial reports
for the entire command. He heads two branches, the General Accounting Branch
and the Payables Branch. The foriMr prepares and processes all accounting
transactions, maintains general accounting records and prepares financial re-
ports; the latter verifies and vouchers for payment all invoices.
H5TS operates under a decentralized accounting systcss. Each Area
CMMffld prepares and submits monthly balance sheets and operati ng statements
to COMSTS for consolidation into balance sheets and operating statements for
the entire command.
Director. Statistics and Analysis Division.—This officer supervises the
statistical reporting system and cost analyses for MSTS. He has three Branches
reporting to him—an Analysis Branch which prepares statistical studies and
analyses necessary for supporting interpretations and evaluations, a Statistics
Branch which directs operations of the statistical reporting systems for the
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Office, C0R5TS, and the Tabulating Branch which processes machine records.
PLATES XXII through XV illustrate the type of statistical graphs and
charts which are prepared for COIflSTS.
Director. Disbursing Division . -"rThis office serves as the Disbursing
Officer for USTS in Washington. D. C. fie is responsible for formulating,
advising on and insuring proper impleiBentation of disbursing policies and pro-
cedures, and for coordinating and recoooiending changes in existing instructions
pertaining to disbursing of S8STS funds ashore and afloat. He has an Assistant
Director, a Cash Records Branch and a Public Voucher Branch to assist him.
Internal Control Division.—This division develops oanagement controls
and conducts audits at the Office of COMSTS and at subordinate cosmands to
insure conformance with prescribed policies and procedures relating to pro-
curement, budgeting, accounting, statistics and analysis, disbursing and re-
porting. Specifically, this division, now consisting of four civilians, re-
views controls at the various levels of management for adequacy, designs
internal controls when appropriate and makes recommendations to the Comptroller
for improvements. He submits audit reports to the Comptroller indicating
extent of verification made, deficiencies disclosed, corrective action to be
taken and reconsaendations as to improvements.
This division is truly the eyes and ears of COMSTS, not only at Head-
quarters but also to the extent permitted by available personnel in the field
command. He is the coordinator of the Comptroller's Office as far as coordina-
tion of procedures and changes to the Handbook are concerned. He checks
figures represented on command reports to ascertain that they are truly repre-
sentative of the facts. The Navy Audit Office also conducts such reviews.
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General .—- In conformance with the decentralized nature of the MSTS
accounting system, the Comptroller's Office in the Area Commands is patterned
very closely after that of the Comptroller's Office in the Office of the Com-
mander, KSTS. In the Commands the tabulating function has the status of a
Division because of greater volume of work performed. At Headquarters, Wash-
ington, most of the tabulating work is summariasation of much of the work ini-
tiated by field activities.
The Area Commands also maintain a N/A Fund Division responsible for
receipt and disbursoaaent of cash of the .Welfare and Recreation Fund and pre-
paration of reports of the Fund. lieadquarters has no such Fund.

CmPTER VII
MSTS OPERATION UNDER THE
NAVY INDUSTRIAL FOND
Contributions to Better Management
Budgeting and Accounting
Account JnQ .'—'Emphasis is placed on manageciiettt requirements for informa-
tion and control instead of being premised upon legal requirements of the
appropriation accounting system which tends to ec^hasize funding requirements
of allotment reports, expenditures and obligations. As has already been noted,
the accounting systoa is "custom-built" just for H5TS, patterned after its
peculiar needs rather than being forced into a general i:K>ld. This system gives
the Commander much more latitude in determining the manner in which he will
utilize funds in providing sea transportation to his customers, the shipper
services. Operating decisions may be based solely on the requirements of the
Shipper Services rather than upon over-all requirements of the Navy.
The appropriation accounting systoa required some eighteen months of
advance planning prior to beginning of the fiscal year for which the funds are
appropriated, and twelve months more before the period for which the funds are
appropriated has terminated. In the shipping business it would be impossible
to predict with an acceptable degree of accuracy that far ahead. Fluctuations
in workload are substantial. MSTS now makes its plans one quarter in advance,




advance, that is, shipping requirements for the month of July are firmed on
15 !tey. Even after a firm cofimitraent, no charge is made to the shipper if no
costs have actually been incurred. Industrial Fund financing makes this
flexibility feasible.
Under Industrial Fund financing there is no year-end incentive to rush
to expend unobligated balances of appropriated monies. Expenditures are pre-
dicted upon operational requirements, not the calendar.
The performance budget is predicted on the concept that a function or
activity, such as a naval air station, or **Medical Care, Navy** should be
financed by one appropriation instead of many in order that costs for the
activity can be systematically collected, reported and evaluated. ISSTS ac-
counting permits just such a system. All costs of operations, with but few
exceptions already noted—pay and allowances for instance—are accumulated in
SIS cost reports. The full cost of operating \SSTS is available in its
financial statoaents.
Better control of cash and simplified record keeping are gained by the
procedure authorizing HSTS Disbursing Officer to pay bills and payrolls.
Advantages are also gained through use of the principles of accrual
accounting—the system of accounting used almost universally in private busi-
ness, but not in government. Government relies upon the obligation-expenditure
or cash receipt-disbursement system, whereas accrual accounting shows expenses
incurred and income earned for a given period, even though such revenues or
expenses may not actually have been received or disbursed during that period.
In other words, revenues are matched with expenditures during a given time
period. This information gives managetnent accurate cost data and income for
the period that goods or services were provided. Accurate cost comparisons
'oa&i&A I
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ay therefore be laade from period to period.
Budget ina »—Coaaercia 1 type budgeting is practiced by MSTS. Forecasts
of requirei&ents for the year are prepared based upon estioiates submitted by
the various shipper services. The area coomands are then asked to cost these
requirements. Tariff rates are based on this costing and the Coonands are
notified of the budget on which they will operate for one year. The Operations
Division converts requiren^nts to ships, by types, by areas to arrive at the
"Operating Force Plan.**
Operating inflexibility is avoided by the budgeting device known as the
flexible or variable budget. The approved budget of an Area Comoand is geared
to the size of the job to be performed. If this should increase—if volume is
greater than budgeted, the budget is increased proportionately, iience, it
cannot be said that the budget controls expenditures entirely. Volume is also
a controlling factor. This flexibility, this responsiveness to operating
realities, cannot readily be achieved under the allotment systeia where the
amounts available for expenditures are rigidly controlled and difficult to
alter.
Cost consciousness . -"The iJSTS systeia of budgeting and accounting creates
cost consciousness not only on the part of those responsible for operations in
MSTS, but also in the Shipper Services. They watch tariff rates because an
increase in rates lueans less cargo that can be moved for the same cost. Their
budgets do not go as far. Not only are the Shipper Services critical of MSTS
operational decisions which result in increased costs, hit they themselves are
compelled to exercise a greater degree of self restraint in their own actions
Mhich might cause unnecessary expense to MSTS. Hence, there exists a positive
incentive for all participants involved in sea transportation to conduct their
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business on the basis of ainiBuim costs—another positive advantage Mrung from
the Industrial Fund mode of operation.
Financial Statoaents and Reports
General.— Financial statements and reports of the type familiar to
every business oan are prepared monthly in the office of the Comptroller,
WStSt and also in the area commands. The reports prepared at Headquarters,
MSTS, are consolidated and represent operations of the entire command. Some
of the more important of such reports are briefly described in the following
paragraphs.
Consolidated balance sheet . '-This statement is almost identical with
the familiar balance sheet of business, having asset, liability and "net
worth** sections. The asset section contains the following well known captions
—cash, accounts receivable, inventories and deferred charges. The liabili-
ties section lists accounts payable, accrued liabilities, deferred income and
reserves. The net worth section, known as the **corptfs** of the Fund, is
similar to commercial types. The original cash contribution and capitalized
inventories represent the stockholders* equity in the business, and the excess
of income over expenses, the surplus.
Consolidated statement of income and expenses.—This is the commercial
concern's profit and loss statement. Inc(»w is related to expenses, broken
down first by three operating classes—cargo ships, passenger ships and pe*
troleum ships; then by non-operating items, reimbursable items and special
operations. Within each general class is a further breakdown of income and
expense by various categories or sources of expense and income—Nucleus Fleet
ships, time charters, voyage charters, shipping contracts, and the like. The
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need for an efficient cost accounting syston to allocate costs to these various
**co8t centers" is apparent.
Consolidated budget statefflent .»«»This statement is a monthly comparison
of budgeted expenses against actual costs, broken down by the same categories
employed for the income and expense statement. It indicates the amounts over
or under the budgeted amount, first by ship class—cargo, passenger and pe-
troleum; then by source. Nucleus Fleet ships, time charters, etc. This is the
statement that charts the way—it highlights deviations or variances from the
budgeted plan and may be the signal for appropriate action, such as an increase
in tariff rates.
ether monthly statements.—In addition to basic statements briefly
described above, the same income and expense, and budget statements are pre-
pared from the beginning of the fiscal year through the current month. There
is also a detailed budget statement for USTS Nucleus Fleet ships, broken down
into detailed expense classifications such as cost of civilian labor, overtime,
travel, subsistence, bedding, fuel, etc. A monthly Financial and Statistical
Beport containing a wealth of detailed operating statistics is also published.
Reductions in (H)eratina Costs
Effective Management Produces Economies
Operating fleet reductions.—Rapid readjustment of operations following
the truce in Korea is illustrative of the wide fluctuations in requirements of
the Shipper Services and the built-in flexibility inherent in the «Sis Industri
al Fund operation. As late as the Fall of 1953 dry cargo shipping require-
ments averaged about 1.3 million measurement tons per month. During November,
19S4, this average dropped to .8 million tons. In July, 1953, the Nucleus
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and Coanercial fleets of IfSTS had reached a total of 602. By November , 1954,
this figure had dropped sharply to 200. Throughout the inactivation program
every effort was made toward eliminating the least efficient and most costly
ships to operate.
Procedures . "-Beginning in Septeodt>er, 1953, scheduled port turnaround
time of passenger ships was reduced an average of one and one-half days per
tttrsarouBd in U. 5. ports. Figuring thirty-two turnarouivas per month, at an
estimated $5,000 per day, per ship, savings represented about $2.0 million per
year.
BSrs is faced with the problem ef having on hand adequate troop trans-
port capacity to meet fluctuating demands of military mov^aents. To reduce
the cost of such ships during slack periods VSIS has developed a plan for
placing ships in reduced operational status. The crux of this plan combines
inexpensive berthing with reduction of crew coc^lements to the minimum necessary
to maintain ships in a condition of readiness to resufi» full operations within
fifteen to thirty days* notice. Approximately $3,300 per day per transport
placed in a BOS status is sav^.
MSTS had to institute some plan to reduce lost time in port. A system
of penalty payments was devised by making the Shipper Services financially
responsible for such delays. During the fiscal years 1953 and 1954, $800,000
and $1,776,000, respectively, was collected. Since those years lost time has
been reduced to a minimum.
Before April, 1953, additional tanker tonnage was obtained from the
"Voluntary Tanker Allocation Pool," so called, at a fixed rate, known as
Maritime plus 25%. Since then, voyage charters have been obtained on the open
market through coiapetitive bidding at a savings of $15.9 million in 1954.
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Concerted efforts toward negotiation of berth space shipping contracts
on trade routes susceptible to movesaent of military cargo have produced advan-
tageous rates, minimized the use of Government Bills of Lading, and greatly
siB4>lified administrative procedures.
In port periods allowed for annual overhauls have been greatly reduced
since 1954 and the value of vessel time saved is estimated to be in excess of
MOO, 000 per year.
The three major D. S. continental MSTS Area ConiBands each year submit
budget requests for their repair expenditures for each class of ship. After
careful review at MSTS Headquarters the commands are advised of amounts allo-
cated to them. While a command may temporarily exceed at any given time the
budgeted amount up to that time, by the end of the fiscal year the sum total
for ship repair may not exceed that allowed, without special approval of the
CooBander, MSIS, which is seldom given. This method has been effective in
reducing repair exj^enditures.
Smwry
The reader of this dissertation will have been exposed, albeit briefly
at times, to almost all facets of the operation that is the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service. lie has been given a glimpse backward into history, when as
long ago as one hundred years a prophetic Army officer suggested that the Navy
provide sea transportation for the Armed Forces. He watched this idea grow
until finally it blossomed. He has walked through the command organization,
from Headquarters, Washington, D. C. to as far away as Yokosuka, Japan and
saw something of MSTS at work. A quick look at the Fleets and its operations
was followed by an introduction to that significant and unique feature of MSTS
the Industrial Fund. Because the Comptroller is so deeply involved in the
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intricacies of the Industrial Fund the reader was taken through his office,
and then had explained to him soiae of the contributions to better manauement
and reductions in cost attributable to operations under the Navy Industrial
Fund.
In conclusion, what could be laore fitting than a few words from Vice
Admiral F. C. Denebrink, USN, Coniaander. Military Sea Transportation Service.
These passages are quoted from r«iarks cade by the Adiairai beiore the Appro-
priations CoBimittee, United States Congress on 15 November 1954:
Mteny of the laanagement practices set forth in the foregoing could,
and probably would, have been initiated were MSTS operations conducted
with funds specifically appropriated on an annual basis. It is sub-
iftitted however, that in such event, the requests for appropriations
would unquestionably include a niaryin to insure the ability of MSTS to
Beet possible surges in shipping requireoents and the extraordinary
expenses to which operations such as those conducted by MIS are con-
stantly exposed. Alternatively, with funds provided by annual appro-
priations for the operation of a fixed nuiaber of ships, the possi-
bility of contingencies arising would induce reluctance to effect re-
ductions that might otherwise be made.
MSTS is engaged in a worldwide operation wherein its capital
units are continually exposed to unpredictable risks leading to sal-
vage operations, &u»rgency repairs and numerous other extraordinary
e3q)enses. It is subject to autixoatic wage adjustoents for thousands
of civilian marine es^loyees and must, at all times, be in a position
to meet the widely fluctuating shipping requirements of the military
services. Such an operation does not lend itself to financing by
annual appropriations with one-year money and strict fiscal year
planning. National security is a continuing problaa; a new concept
of financing is required with respect to continuing programs invol-
ving such unpredictable operating costs and capital expenditures as
in the case of lilSTS. Without the revolving capital working fund,
MSTS would experience definite handicaps both in fulfilling its mis-
sion within the national defense structure and in conserving its funds
and capital investment.
Under NIF financing, MSTS may operate or inactivate its own ships
or effect their repair, and charter private ships in accordance with
actual needs and on terms dictated by prudent manag^oent, taking ad-
vantage of market fluctuations and commercial practices. It may,
without hesitation, reduce its operating expenses during slack periods
since it has assurance that, if conditions warrant, those expenses can
be readily increased without regard to annual appropriations. Not
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ODly can tioely retrenchnent be effected, but the application of
NIP cost accounting principles makes possible the recognition of
the areas of potential retrenchxoent more clearly and the Judging
of oaxiciuffl possible reductions otore precisely and safely, thus
stimlating the consciousness of costs on the part of management,
with a corresponding motivation to cut costs. It is believed that
these advantages, together with the flexibility of management that
goes with a freedom from the limitations inherent in annual appro-
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